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Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/2/2014 
O.B. Date: 4/2/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:19:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/2/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/2/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:19:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/2/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/2/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:19:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:19:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          



Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:20:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:20:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000217    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TOWN HALL                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:16:20:00 
 
TOWN HALL casts an unflinching eye at Katy and John, two Tea Party activists from the battleground 
state of Pennsylvania who believe America's salvation lies in a return to true conservative values. In 
Katy, we see a political novice rocketed to media stardom after a sensational confrontation at a town 
hall meeting with her senator. A young stay-at-home mom turned Tea Party spokesperson, she is gifted 
a new identity, steeled by the voices of conservative media. For John, a retired former businessman and 
lifelong Republican living in one of the poorest cities in the country, the America he knows is slipping 
away. Heading up a local Tea Party group is his last, best chance at stanching the changes he is 
witnessing all around him, but unable to afford his aging mother's health care, John has to make difficult 
decisions that reveal the complicated relationship between his principles and the demands of his life. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/2014 
O.B. Date: 4/9/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/9/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 



My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/9/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/12/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/12/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 



asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 



intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/2014 
O.B. Date: 4/16/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 



a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/16/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 
a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/16/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 
a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    



Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/19/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/19/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 
a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 
a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 
a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000218    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DEPUTIZED                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:00:17:00 
 
In the aftermath of a senseless hate crime, an all-American town finds itself desperately seeking 
answers:  What really killed Marcelo Lucero? In a deceptively peaceful Long Island town just before 
midnight on November 8, 2008, 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant Marcelo Lucero is assaulted by a 
group of teenaged boys cruising the streets "beaner-hopping," a term used to describe the decade-long 
ritual of attacking Latinos for sport.  The adolescent ?game? comes to an end with the fatal stabbing of 
Lucero, exposing a thinly veiled systemic intolerance for immigrants.  Seventeen-year-old Jeffery Conroy, 
a popular high school athlete, is sentenced to 25-years for a hate crime, while the other teens get 5 to 8-
years behind bars. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/2014 
O.B. Date: 4/23/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 



(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 
saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/23/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 
(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 
saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/2014 2:00:00 PM 



O.B. Date: 4/23/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 
(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 
saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/26/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/26/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 
(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 
saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 
(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 
saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 
(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 



saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000206    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA            
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of America's worst ecological 
disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, that coughs up dead fish and birds by the thousands in frequent 
die-offs that occur. However, amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, a few remaining eccentrics 
(a roadside nudist, a religious folk artist, a Hungarian revolutionary, and real estate speculators) struggle 
to keep a remodeled version of the original Salton Sea dream alive. Accidentally created by an 
engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50's as a world class vacation destination for the rich and 
famous, suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, and finally almost 
saved by Congressman Sonny Bono, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. The film shares these 
people's stories and their difficulties in keeping their unique community alive, as the nearby cities of Los 
Angeles and San Diego attempt to take the agricultural water run-off that barely sustains the Salton Sea. 
While covering the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the Sea, PLAGUES 
AND PLEASURES offers an offbeat portrait of the peculiar and individualistic people who populate its 
shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs 
fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of 
the past. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/30/2014 
O.B. Date: 4/30/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 



 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/30/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/30/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/30/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/30/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     



NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/1/2014 9:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/1/2014 9:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/1/2014 3:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/1/2014 3:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/3/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/3/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 



Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:50:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000219    



Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CRE 
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:50:00 
 
Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the painful but inspiring journey of Derrick 
Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors are 
bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of Gulfport. Over the course of a decade, Derrick and his 
neighbors stand up to powerful corporate interests and politicians and face ordeals that include 
Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil disaster in their struggle for self-determination and environmental 
justice. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000216    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RACHEL IS                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/2014 
O.B. Date: 5/7/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Filmmaker Charlotte Glynn moves home to chronicle her sister Rachel's last year in school. Rachel is 
developmentally disabled, and the resulting film, Rachel is, moves past the safety of political correctness 
and into the most intimate and honest moments in their family's life. Rachel is mysterious, funny, 
difficult and full of contradictions but she wants what most people her age want -- to move out of her 
mother's house. This dream of independence seems impossible. Rachel can't be left alone and the social 
services needed for her to live an "adult life" are unavailable. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000216    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RACHEL IS                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/7/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 



Filmmaker Charlotte Glynn moves home to chronicle her sister Rachel's last year in school. Rachel is 
developmentally disabled, and the resulting film, Rachel is, moves past the safety of political correctness 
and into the most intimate and honest moments in their family's life. Rachel is mysterious, funny, 
difficult and full of contradictions but she wants what most people her age want -- to move out of her 
mother's house. This dream of independence seems impossible. Rachel can't be left alone and the social 
services needed for her to live an "adult life" are unavailable. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000216    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RACHEL IS                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/7/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Filmmaker Charlotte Glynn moves home to chronicle her sister Rachel's last year in school. Rachel is 
developmentally disabled, and the resulting film, Rachel is, moves past the safety of political correctness 
and into the most intimate and honest moments in their family's life. Rachel is mysterious, funny, 
difficult and full of contradictions but she wants what most people her age want -- to move out of her 
mother's house. This dream of independence seems impossible. Rachel can't be left alone and the social 
services needed for her to live an "adult life" are unavailable. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000216    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RACHEL IS                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/10/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Filmmaker Charlotte Glynn moves home to chronicle her sister Rachel's last year in school. Rachel is 
developmentally disabled, and the resulting film, Rachel is, moves past the safety of political correctness 
and into the most intimate and honest moments in their family's life. Rachel is mysterious, funny, 
difficult and full of contradictions but she wants what most people her age want -- to move out of her 
mother's house. This dream of independence seems impossible. Rachel can't be left alone and the social 
services needed for her to live an "adult life" are unavailable. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000216    



Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RACHEL IS                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/11/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/11/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Filmmaker Charlotte Glynn moves home to chronicle her sister Rachel's last year in school. Rachel is 
developmentally disabled, and the resulting film, Rachel is, moves past the safety of political correctness 
and into the most intimate and honest moments in their family's life. Rachel is mysterious, funny, 
difficult and full of contradictions but she wants what most people her age want -- to move out of her 
mother's house. This dream of independence seems impossible. Rachel can't be left alone and the social 
services needed for her to live an "adult life" are unavailable. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000216    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RACHEL IS                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/11/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/11/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
Filmmaker Charlotte Glynn moves home to chronicle her sister Rachel's last year in school. Rachel is 
developmentally disabled, and the resulting film, Rachel is, moves past the safety of political correctness 
and into the most intimate and honest moments in their family's life. Rachel is mysterious, funny, 
difficult and full of contradictions but she wants what most people her age want -- to move out of her 
mother's house. This dream of independence seems impossible. Rachel can't be left alone and the social 
services needed for her to live an "adult life" are unavailable. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000215    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MOTHERS OF BEDFORD                                 
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/14/2014 
O.B. Date: 5/14/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:35:27:00 
 



Eighty percent of women in US prisons today are mothers of school-age children. Filmmaker Jenifer 
McShane spent four years visiting Bedford Hills and following the women and their families. A mother 
herself, Jenifer was drawn to the universal themes of motherhood and the staggering power of the 
mother-child relationship. In all walks of life, mother and child care for each other. As we watch the 
mothers inside Bedford trying to become their better selves, we see parts of our own selves - and that 
gives us all hope. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000215    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MOTHERS OF BEDFORD                                 
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/14/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/14/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:35:27:00 
 
Eighty percent of women in US prisons today are mothers of school-age children. Filmmaker Jenifer 
McShane spent four years visiting Bedford Hills and following the women and their families. A mother 
herself, Jenifer was drawn to the universal themes of motherhood and the staggering power of the 
mother-child relationship. In all walks of life, mother and child care for each other. As we watch the 
mothers inside Bedford trying to become their better selves, we see parts of our own selves - and that 
gives us all hope. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000215    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MOTHERS OF BEDFORD                                 
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/14/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/14/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:35:27:00 
 
Eighty percent of women in US prisons today are mothers of school-age children. Filmmaker Jenifer 
McShane spent four years visiting Bedford Hills and following the women and their families. A mother 
herself, Jenifer was drawn to the universal themes of motherhood and the staggering power of the 
mother-child relationship. In all walks of life, mother and child care for each other. As we watch the 
mothers inside Bedford trying to become their better selves, we see parts of our own selves - and that 
gives us all hope. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000215    



Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MOTHERS OF BEDFORD                                 
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/17/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/17/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:35:27:00 
 
Eighty percent of women in US prisons today are mothers of school-age children. Filmmaker Jenifer 
McShane spent four years visiting Bedford Hills and following the women and their families. A mother 
herself, Jenifer was drawn to the universal themes of motherhood and the staggering power of the 
mother-child relationship. In all walks of life, mother and child care for each other. As we watch the 
mothers inside Bedford trying to become their better selves, we see parts of our own selves - and that 
gives us all hope. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000215    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MOTHERS OF BEDFORD                                 
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/18/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/18/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:35:27:00 
 
Eighty percent of women in US prisons today are mothers of school-age children. Filmmaker Jenifer 
McShane spent four years visiting Bedford Hills and following the women and their families. A mother 
herself, Jenifer was drawn to the universal themes of motherhood and the staggering power of the 
mother-child relationship. In all walks of life, mother and child care for each other. As we watch the 
mothers inside Bedford trying to become their better selves, we see parts of our own selves - and that 
gives us all hope. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000215    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MOTHERS OF BEDFORD                                 
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/18/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/18/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:35:27:00 
 



Eighty percent of women in US prisons today are mothers of school-age children. Filmmaker Jenifer 
McShane spent four years visiting Bedford Hills and following the women and their families. A mother 
herself, Jenifer was drawn to the universal themes of motherhood and the staggering power of the 
mother-child relationship. In all walks of life, mother and child care for each other. As we watch the 
mothers inside Bedford trying to become their better selves, we see parts of our own selves - and that 
gives us all hope. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000220    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DIGNITY HARBOR                                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/21/2014 
O.B. Date: 5/21/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:59:33:00 
 
One of nine documentary nominees for the 2012 Student Academy Award, Dignity Harbor chronicles a 
group of homeless people living in an encampment along the Mississippi River in downtown St. Louis. In 
the shadow of the Arch, several makeshift communities - Hopeville, Sparta, and Dignity Harbor - are 
erected when work begins to fill the tunnels under Tucker Boulevard, displacing many homeless. In 
Dignity Harbor, the self-appointed mayor promises a safe environment - women are especially to be 
welcomed - and the residents work cooperatively to cut wood and build rudimentary shelters. But 
conflicts inevitably arise, tempers occasionally flare, and everyone struggles to survive the harsh St. 
Louis winter. Although the utopian dream finally dies for good when the city bulldozes the shantytowns, 
not all is lost, with several of the residents moving to more permanent housing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000220    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DIGNITY HARBOR                                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/21/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/21/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:59:33:00 
 
One of nine documentary nominees for the 2012 Student Academy Award, Dignity Harbor chronicles a 
group of homeless people living in an encampment along the Mississippi River in downtown St. Louis. In 
the shadow of the Arch, several makeshift communities - Hopeville, Sparta, and Dignity Harbor - are 
erected when work begins to fill the tunnels under Tucker Boulevard, displacing many homeless. In 
Dignity Harbor, the self-appointed mayor promises a safe environment - women are especially to be 
welcomed - and the residents work cooperatively to cut wood and build rudimentary shelters. But 
conflicts inevitably arise, tempers occasionally flare, and everyone struggles to survive the harsh St. 



Louis winter. Although the utopian dream finally dies for good when the city bulldozes the shantytowns, 
not all is lost, with several of the residents moving to more permanent housing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000220    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DIGNITY HARBOR                                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/21/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/21/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:59:33:00 
 
One of nine documentary nominees for the 2012 Student Academy Award, Dignity Harbor chronicles a 
group of homeless people living in an encampment along the Mississippi River in downtown St. Louis. In 
the shadow of the Arch, several makeshift communities - Hopeville, Sparta, and Dignity Harbor - are 
erected when work begins to fill the tunnels under Tucker Boulevard, displacing many homeless. In 
Dignity Harbor, the self-appointed mayor promises a safe environment - women are especially to be 
welcomed - and the residents work cooperatively to cut wood and build rudimentary shelters. But 
conflicts inevitably arise, tempers occasionally flare, and everyone struggles to survive the harsh St. 
Louis winter. Although the utopian dream finally dies for good when the city bulldozes the shantytowns, 
not all is lost, with several of the residents moving to more permanent housing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000220    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DIGNITY HARBOR                                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/24/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/24/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:59:33:00 
 
One of nine documentary nominees for the 2012 Student Academy Award, Dignity Harbor chronicles a 
group of homeless people living in an encampment along the Mississippi River in downtown St. Louis. In 
the shadow of the Arch, several makeshift communities - Hopeville, Sparta, and Dignity Harbor - are 
erected when work begins to fill the tunnels under Tucker Boulevard, displacing many homeless. In 
Dignity Harbor, the self-appointed mayor promises a safe environment - women are especially to be 
welcomed - and the residents work cooperatively to cut wood and build rudimentary shelters. But 
conflicts inevitably arise, tempers occasionally flare, and everyone struggles to survive the harsh St. 
Louis winter. Although the utopian dream finally dies for good when the city bulldozes the shantytowns, 
not all is lost, with several of the residents moving to more permanent housing. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000220    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DIGNITY HARBOR                                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/25/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/25/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:59:33:00 
 
One of nine documentary nominees for the 2012 Student Academy Award, Dignity Harbor chronicles a 
group of homeless people living in an encampment along the Mississippi River in downtown St. Louis. In 
the shadow of the Arch, several makeshift communities - Hopeville, Sparta, and Dignity Harbor - are 
erected when work begins to fill the tunnels under Tucker Boulevard, displacing many homeless. In 
Dignity Harbor, the self-appointed mayor promises a safe environment - women are especially to be 
welcomed - and the residents work cooperatively to cut wood and build rudimentary shelters. But 
conflicts inevitably arise, tempers occasionally flare, and everyone struggles to survive the harsh St. 
Louis winter. Although the utopian dream finally dies for good when the city bulldozes the shantytowns, 
not all is lost, with several of the residents moving to more permanent housing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000220    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: DIGNITY HARBOR                                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/25/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/25/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:59:33:00 
 
One of nine documentary nominees for the 2012 Student Academy Award, Dignity Harbor chronicles a 
group of homeless people living in an encampment along the Mississippi River in downtown St. Louis. In 
the shadow of the Arch, several makeshift communities - Hopeville, Sparta, and Dignity Harbor - are 
erected when work begins to fill the tunnels under Tucker Boulevard, displacing many homeless. In 
Dignity Harbor, the self-appointed mayor promises a safe environment - women are especially to be 
welcomed - and the residents work cooperatively to cut wood and build rudimentary shelters. But 
conflicts inevitably arise, tempers occasionally flare, and everyone struggles to survive the harsh St. 
Louis winter. Although the utopian dream finally dies for good when the city bulldozes the shantytowns, 
not all is lost, with several of the residents moving to more permanent housing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  



Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/28/2014 
O.B. Date: 5/28/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/28/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/28/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/28/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/28/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 



In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/31/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/31/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:46:00 
 
In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000221    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: RESERVED TO FIGHT                                  
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:27:00 
 
In May 2003, Fox Company of Marine Reserve Unit 2/23 returned home from front-line combat in Iraq. 
Reserved To Fight follows four Marines of Fox Company for four years through their postwar minefield 
of social and psychological reintegration into civilian life. The return to their communities proves as 
formidable a battle as the more literal firefights of previous months. Living among loved ones who don't 
yet understand them and how they have changed, contending with a media focused on the politics 
rather than the human experience of war, and suffering from a psychological disorder that is difficult to 
acknowledge, these young veterans grapple to find purpose and healing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 



Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 
TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 
from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 
their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 
TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 
from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 
their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 



TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 
from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 
their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/7/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/7/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 
TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 
from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 
their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 
TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 



from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 
their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 
TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 
from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 
their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000106    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: TRUST                                              
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:24:54:00 
 
TRUST begins when Marlin, an 18-year-old Hondurena, shares a hidden history about her childhood with 
a neighborhood youth theater company. Marlin's story is about resilience: she endured rape as young 
girl, survived a harsh and difficult journey from Honduras to the U.S., suffered further abuse at the 
hands of her own brother, and overcame substance addiction. The film captures the amazing response 
from her fellow actors and the unexpected journey her story takes them on together: they transform 
Marlin's story into a daring, original play and Marlin re-claims power over the narrative of her life story. 
TRUST is about creativity and the unexpected resources inside youth who may be discounted because of 



their youth, race or ethnicity or because they come from under-resourced neighborhoods without 
access to arts programs. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/11/2014 
O.B. Date: 6/11/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/11/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/11/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/11/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/11/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/14/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/14/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               



Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/15/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/15/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/15/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/15/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000209    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: THE PRUITT-IGOE MYTH                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/15/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/15/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:23:11:00 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth tells the story of the transformation of the American city in the decades after 
World War II, through the lens of the infamous Pruitt-Igoe housing development and the St. Louis 
residents who called it home. At the film's historical center is an analysis of the massive impact of the 
national urban renewal program of the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted the process of mass 
suburbanization and emptied American cities of their residents, businesses, and industries. Those left 
behind in the city faced a destitute, rapidly de-industrializing St. Louis , parceled out to downtown 
interests and increasingly segregated by class and race. The residents of Pruitt-Igoe were among the 
hardest hit. Their gripping stories of survival, adaptation, and success are at the emotional heart of the 
film. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/18/2014 
O.B. Date: 6/18/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/18/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/18/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 



My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/18/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/18/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/21/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/21/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 



asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/22/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/22/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/22/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/22/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 



intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000208    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: MY BROOKLYN/FATE OF A SALESMAN                     
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/22/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/22/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:44:11:00 
 
My Brooklyn is a documentary about Director Kelly Anderson?s personal journey, as a Brooklyn 
"gentrifier," to understand the forces reshaping her neighborhood along lines of race and class.  The film 
asks how to heal the deep racial wounds embedded in our urban development patterns, and how 
citizens can become active in restoring democracy to a broken planning process. Fate of a Salesman is an 
intimate portrait of a way of life on the verge of disappearing. In its 60th year of business, Men's Fashion 
Center in Washington, DC has come to represent identity, legacy and redemption for salesmen Willie 
and Steve and owner Jerry. But business has crawled to a halt in the face of a tough economy and 
changing neighborhood, pushing the store to the verge of closure. Set amidst racks of pin-striped suits 
and feathered hats, the clothing of a bygone era, the men struggle to redefine themselves as the place 
with which they have long identified begins to vanish. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/25/2014 
O.B. Date: 6/25/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:56:46:00 
 
On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 



veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/25/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/25/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:56:46:00 
 
On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 
veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:56:46:00 
 



On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 
veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/28/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/28/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:56:46:00 
 
On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 
veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 



Airdate: 6/29/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/29/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:39:18:00 
 
On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 
veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/29/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/29/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:39:18:00 
 
On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 
veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: ARF%  000222    
Series Title: AMERICA REFRAMED                                   
Episode Title: BROKEN HEART LAND                                  
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/29/2014 5:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/29/2014 5:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:39:18:00 
 
On an early autumn afternoon, in his parent's ranch in Norman, Oklahoma, gay teen Zack Harrington 
killed himself with a gunshot to the head. One week earlier, Zack attended a local city council meeting in 
support of a proposal for LGBTQ History Month in his bible-belt town. When the floor was opened up for 
public comment, some community members made highly controversial statements equating being gay 
with the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS. Against the backdrop of a town bitterly divided on the 
issue of homosexuality, Zack's grief-stricken parents, both conservative Republicans and military 
veterans, are forced to reconcile their own social and political beliefs with their son's death. Determined 
to understand Zack, they discover a private diary, which paints a gripping portrait of a boy in crisis. 
Ultimately, they discover a chilling secret that Zack kept hidden for almost two years, which leads them 
to some painful conclusions about their son's life and death. When an outspoken conservative citizen 
runs for City Council, the Harringtons decide to join a politically active group called "MOMS: Mothers of 
Many" (mainly comprised of local mothers of LGBTQ youth). Over the course of the local election 
season, we witness Zack's family, once private and politically conservative, come out of their own closet, 
moving from private denial to a climactic and very public acceptance of their son's legacy. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 9:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 9:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    



Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/2/2014 1:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/2/2014 1:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/2/2014 9:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/2/2014 9:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/2/2014 3:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/2/2014 3:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 



super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 1:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 1:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 9:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 9:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 3:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 3:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/7/2014 11:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/7/2014 11:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 4:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 4:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    



Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 1:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 1:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 6:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 6:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 



super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/26/2014 
O.B. Date: 6/26/2014 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/26/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/26/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/26/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/26/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %AUS  000000    
Series Title: AUSTRALIAN STORY                                   
Episode Title: ON THE PRECIPICE                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/28/2014 1:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/28/2014 1:30:00 PM 
Service: INDIE 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:29:30:00 
 
Scott Johnson was a young man with everything going for him - a maths genius with a bright future. But 
one sunny day in 1988, on a trip to a beach in Sydney, Australia, everything changed.  The search for the 
truth of what happened that day has brought together a wealthy internet pioneer, an international 
super sleuth, and the North South Wales Police Cold Case Unit. The story of their quest to solve a 
twenty-five-year-old-mystery. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/28/2014 1:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/28/2014 1:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/28/2014 9:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/28/2014 9:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/28/2014 3:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/28/2014 3:30:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/31/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/31/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/31/2014 11:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/31/2014 11:30:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 4:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 4:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 



veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GAHE  000000    
Series Title: GATHERING OF HEROES                                
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 6:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 6:30:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:50:00 
 
In 2004, the United States dedicated a long-awaited memorial to the 16 million men and women who 
served in the armed forces during World War II, the 400,000 who died in Europe and the Pacific and 
those who toiled in factories on the home front. A GATHERING OF HEROES recounts the touching and 
inspirational story of World War II veterans from Indiana who embarked on a cross-country trek to 
Washington, D.C. to visit the memorial which honors their sacrifice. On the 12-hour bus ride, the 
veterans (most in their 80s and 90s) reminisce about their war experiences, sharing their emotional tales 
of struggle and survival. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    



Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/7/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/7/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     



NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/7/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/9/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/9/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000411    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 1                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/9/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:12:00 
 



From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. CUBA, AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY is 
the previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most 
vigorous contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/14/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/14/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/14/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/14/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 



Airdate: 4/15/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/16/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/16/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000412    



Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY PART 2                    
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/16/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:39:00 
 
From Che Guevara's military campaign to avenge Lumumba in the Congo up to the fall of apartheid in 
South Africa, 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries. Cuba, an African Odyssey is the 
previously untold story of Cuba's support for African revolutions, one of the Cold War's most vigorous 
contests over resources and ideology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000520    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: FAMILY PORTRAIT IN BLACK AND WHITE                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 11:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 11:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:38:00 
 
Olga Nenya, from a small Ukrainian town, is raising 16 black orphans in a country of Slavic blue-eyed 
blondes. The reality of growing up as a bi-racial child in Eastern Europe ? a rare and truly visible minority 
? is not for the faint of heart. These children always have to be on guard against the world that 
surrounds them. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/21/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000520    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: FAMILY PORTRAIT IN BLACK AND WHITE                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/21/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:38:00 
 
Olga Nenya, from a small Ukrainian town, is raising 16 black orphans in a country of Slavic blue-eyed 
blondes. The reality of growing up as a bi-racial child in Eastern Europe ? a rare and truly visible minority 
? is not for the faint of heart. These children always have to be on guard against the world that 
surrounds them. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/21/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000520    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: FAMILY PORTRAIT IN BLACK AND WHITE                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/21/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:38:00 
 
Olga Nenya, from a small Ukrainian town, is raising 16 black orphans in a country of Slavic blue-eyed 
blondes. The reality of growing up as a bi-racial child in Eastern Europe ? a rare and truly visible minority 
? is not for the faint of heart. These children always have to be on guard against the world that 
surrounds them. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/23/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/23/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000413    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/23/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:54:07:00 
 
THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM AND OTHER STORIES is the tale of a of a village, turned concentration camp, 
turned city, turned nuclear power plant. In a world instantly transformed by ideologies, regimes and 
dreams of economic prosperity, characters' lives intersect in a sinister past and nuclear future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000414    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE SIEGE                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:20:30:00 
 
In December 1996, Nestor Cerpa, leader of the Peruvian Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement, and his 
squad of commandos seized the Japanese ambassador's residence in Lima, holding dozens of foreign 
diplomats and businessmen hostage for 126 days. Cerpa demanded the immediate release of his 
guerrilla comrades, but staked his life on the freedom of just one--his wife. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000414    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE SIEGE                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/28/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/28/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:20:30:00 
 
In December 1996, Nestor Cerpa, leader of the Peruvian Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement, and his 
squad of commandos seized the Japanese ambassador's residence in Lima, holding dozens of foreign 



diplomats and businessmen hostage for 126 days. Cerpa demanded the immediate release of his 
guerrilla comrades, but staked his life on the freedom of just one--his wife. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000414    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE SIEGE                                          
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/28/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/28/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:20:30:00 
 
In December 1996, Nestor Cerpa, leader of the Peruvian Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement, and his 
squad of commandos seized the Japanese ambassador's residence in Lima, holding dozens of foreign 
diplomats and businessmen hostage for 126 days. Cerpa demanded the immediate release of his 
guerrilla comrades, but staked his life on the freedom of just one--his wife. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/5/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/5/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 



 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/5/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/5/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/5/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/5/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 



Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/7/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             



Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/7/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000505    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: LAST DAYS OF THE ARTIC                             
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/7/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:35:00 
 
Ragnar Alexsson, a.k.a. RAX, is among the most celebrated photographers in the world. His series "Faces 
of the North" ? three decades in the making ? is a living document of the dying cultures of the far 
northern reaches of the planet. On his final shoot for the series, RAX tracks hunters on the Arctic ice as 
they cope with the devastating effects of climate change. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/2014 
O.B. Date: 5/10/2014 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/2014 8:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/10/2014 8:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/2014 2:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/10/2014 2:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000506    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TOWN OF RUNNERS                                    
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/11/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/11/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     



Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Town of Runners follows three children keen to follow in their heroes' footsteps, as they move from 
school track to national competition and from childhood to adulthood. Set against the background of 
the seasonal rhythms of this farming region, and the impact of increased urbanization and globalization 
on agriculture, the film shows rural young Africans striving to make their own future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000506    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TOWN OF RUNNERS                                    
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/12/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/12/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Town of Runners follows three children keen to follow in their heroes' footsteps, as they move from 
school track to national competition and from childhood to adulthood. Set against the background of 
the seasonal rhythms of this farming region, and the impact of increased urbanization and globalization 
on agriculture, the film shows rural young Africans striving to make their own future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000506    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TOWN OF RUNNERS                                    
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/12/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/12/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Town of Runners follows three children keen to follow in their heroes' footsteps, as they move from 
school track to national competition and from childhood to adulthood. Set against the background of 
the seasonal rhythms of this farming region, and the impact of increased urbanization and globalization 
on agriculture, the film shows rural young Africans striving to make their own future. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 5:00:00 AM 



O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/14/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/14/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 



Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/14/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/14/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000613    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: A VILLAGE CALLED VERSAILLES                        
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:55:07:00 
 
A Village Called Versailles is the incredible story of this little-known, tight-knit community in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. When the storm devastated New Orleans in August 2005, Versailles 
residents rebuilt their neighborhood faster than any other damaged neighborhood in the city, only to 
find themselves threatened by a new toxic landfill slated to open just two miles away. Forced out of 
Vietnam by the war 30 years ago, many residents felt their homes were being taken away from them 
once again. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000507    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: PUTIN'S KISS                                       
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/18/2014 10:00:00 PM 



O.B. Date: 5/18/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization with direct ties to The Kremlin. Officially, its 
goal is to support the current political system by creating a future elite among the brightest and most 
loyal Russian teenagers. But their agenda is also to keep the political opposition from spreading their 
views among the Russians. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000507    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: PUTIN'S KISS                                       
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/19/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/19/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization with direct ties to The Kremlin. Officially, its 
goal is to support the current political system by creating a future elite among the brightest and most 
loyal Russian teenagers. But their agenda is also to keep the political opposition from spreading their 
views among the Russians. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000507    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: PUTIN'S KISS                                       
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/19/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/19/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization with direct ties to The Kremlin. Officially, its 
goal is to support the current political system by creating a future elite among the brightest and most 
loyal Russian teenagers. But their agenda is also to keep the political opposition from spreading their 
views among the Russians. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000507    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      



Episode Title: PUTIN'S KISS                                       
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/22/2014 8:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/22/2014 8:30:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization with direct ties to The Kremlin. Officially, its 
goal is to support the current political system by creating a future elite among the brightest and most 
loyal Russian teenagers. But their agenda is also to keep the political opposition from spreading their 
views among the Russians. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000507    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: PUTIN'S KISS                                       
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/22/2014 2:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/22/2014 2:30:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization with direct ties to The Kremlin. Officially, its 
goal is to support the current political system by creating a future elite among the brightest and most 
loyal Russian teenagers. But their agenda is also to keep the political opposition from spreading their 
views among the Russians. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000507    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: PUTIN'S KISS                                       
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/24/2014 12:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/24/2014 12:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:26:40:00 
 
Nashi is an increasingly popular political youth organization with direct ties to The Kremlin. Officially, its 
goal is to support the current political system by creating a future elite among the brightest and most 
loyal Russian teenagers. But their agenda is also to keep the political opposition from spreading their 
views among the Russians. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000508    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: STRANDED: THE ANDES PLANE CRASH SURVIVORS          
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/25/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/25/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:52:52:00 
 
How far would you go to stay alive? The survivors of the well-known 1972 Andes plane crash recall what 
it took to live in the mountains for over 60 days with no food, water, or supplies. What they reveal is a 
story about one of humanity's greatest taboos and one that asks the question, what would you do? 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000508    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: STRANDED: THE ANDES PLANE CRASH SURVIVORS          
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/26/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/26/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:52:52:00 
 
How far would you go to stay alive? The survivors of the well-known 1972 Andes plane crash recall what 
it took to live in the mountains for over 60 days with no food, water, or supplies. What they reveal is a 
story about one of humanity's greatest taboos and one that asks the question, what would you do? 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000508    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: STRANDED: THE ANDES PLANE CRASH SURVIVORS          
Length: 120 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/26/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/26/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:52:52:00 
 
How far would you go to stay alive? The survivors of the well-known 1972 Andes plane crash recall what 
it took to live in the mountains for over 60 days with no food, water, or supplies. What they reveal is a 
story about one of humanity's greatest taboos and one that asks the question, what would you do? 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/1/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/2/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/2/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/2/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/2/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 



free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/2/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/2/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 



 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000701    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS                     
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/4/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/4/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:24:00 
 
MISS NIKKI AND THE TIGER GIRLS mirrors the remarkable change that has taken place in Myanmar 
(Burma) since shooting began over two years ago. Through its exploration of five young women breaking 
free of tradition in their search for an original voice, the film provides a powerful metaphor for a country 
suddenly thrust onto the world stage. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/8/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/8/2014 10:00:00 PM 



Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/9/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/9/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/9/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/9/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/9/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/9/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/11/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/11/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/11/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/11/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000702    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: IN THE MATTER OF CHA JUNG HEE                      
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/15/2014 12:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/15/2014 12:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:52:52:00 
 
Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was not. So began a 40-year deception for a 
Korean adoptee who came to the United States in 1966. Told to keep her true identity secret from her 
new American family, the 8-year-old girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why had her 
identity been switched? And who was the real Cha Jung Hee? In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is the 
search to find the answers, as acclaimed filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem (First Person Plural, POV 2000) 
returns to her native Korea to find her "double," the mysterious girl whose place she took in America. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/15/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/15/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     



Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/16/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/16/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/16/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/16/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 



I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/16/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/16/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 



chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/18/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/18/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 



times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/18/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/18/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 
investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000703    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: I WILL BE MURDERED                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/18/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/18/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:53:00 
 
I Will Be Murdered is a feature-length documentary that portrays the astonishing, real-life story of a 
lawyer who launched a personal crusade in search of justice, and brought his country to the brink of 
chaos. In May 2009, Rodrigo Rosenberg, a wealthy, charismatic lawyer went cycling near his home in 
Guatemala City and was murdered. Nothing unusual, as tragically Guatemala has a murder rate four 
times higher than Mexico's. What was extraordinary is that Rodrigo Rosenberg knew, for certain, he was 
about to be killed. Two of Rosenberg's clients had been murdered a few weeks before. He was driven to 



investigate a case which, he told his friends, he feared would lead to his death. A video he recorded days 
before he died accused the president of his murder. Uploaded to Youtube, it nearly brought down the 
government. A special prosecutor began an investigation, a journey into Rosenberg's soul and 
Guatemala's hell, that after multiple twists and turns, reached a stunning revelation. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/22/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/22/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000504    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TALES OF THE WARIA                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/22/2014 11:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/22/2014 11:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:57:24:00 
 
While many in the West view Islam as socially repressive, in Indonesia there exists a transgender 
community known as the warias; men who live openly as women. This film uncovers a world that not 
only defies our expectations of gender and Islam, but also reveals our endless capacity as human beings 
to search for love; whatever the consequences. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      



Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/23/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/23/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000504    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TALES OF THE WARIA                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/23/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/23/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:57:24:00 
 
While many in the West view Islam as socially repressive, in Indonesia there exists a transgender 
community known as the warias; men who live openly as women. This film uncovers a world that not 
only defies our expectations of gender and Islam, but also reveals our endless capacity as human beings 
to search for love; whatever the consequences. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/23/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/23/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 



There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000504    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TALES OF THE WARIA                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/23/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/23/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:57:24:00 
 
While many in the West view Islam as socially repressive, in Indonesia there exists a transgender 
community known as the warias; men who live openly as women. This film uncovers a world that not 
only defies our expectations of gender and Islam, but also reveals our endless capacity as human beings 
to search for love; whatever the consequences. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/23/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/23/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    



Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/25/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/25/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/25/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/25/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000704    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT                                
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/25/2014 4:00:00 PM 



O.B. Date: 6/25/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:37:00 
 
There aren't a lot of ways to leave Bukom. A poor village in Ghana, its main industry is fishing, with a 
paltry annual salary of $300. So its young people are fighting their way out -- literally. Thanks to 
tenacious coaches who turn rough street fighters into money-churning professional boxers, the village 
has produced several champions, and is looking for its next big winner. Twenty-two year-old George is 
excited to box overseas for the first time, but has girlfriend troubles back home. Known as the first lady 
of boxing, Yarkor is using the memory of her cheating ex-boyfriend to fuel her fire, but is struggling to 
win her first big fight. Having already achieved international success, Joshua is training for the world 
featherweight title, with the help of dodgy manager Vinnie Scolpino. A spirited look at Ghana through 
the eyes of those fighting for their dreams. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000504    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: TALES OF THE WARIA                                 
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/29/2014 12:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/29/2014 12:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:57:24:00 
 
While many in the West view Islam as socially repressive, in Indonesia there exists a transgender 
community known as the warias; men who live openly as women. This film uncovers a world that not 
only defies our expectations of gender and Islam, but also reveals our endless capacity as human beings 
to search for love; whatever the consequences. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000705    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: BEFORE THE SPRING, AFTER THE FALL                  
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:43:00 
 
In 2008, a film crew began documenting a group of young heavy-metal musicians in Egypt. Oppressed by 
massive social forces beyond their control, the kids - sons of a jailed political dissident and the leader of 
the only female metal band in the Middle East - saw music as their outlet, their hopes trapped in the 
traffic-clogged streets of Cairo like a bull in a pen. Then one day, everything burst wide open. Filmed 



before, during, and after the beginning of the Egyptian revolution, Before the Spring and After the Fall 
tells the stories of a few remarkable young people as they seek the freedom to define themselves and 
shape their world. Influenced by their participation in major historic events, the young Egyptian 
musicians experience the political upheaval as personally transformative. With their music as a 
soundtrack, they share their stories, from their early struggles in Mubarak's police state, through the 
fever dream of a revolution, and beyond, into a strange new world where uncertainty is the only 
constant. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000512    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: WAITING FOR THE REVOLUTION                         
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/29/2014 11:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/29/2014 11:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:49:06:00 
 
For over 500 years the indigenous people of the Andes have had to endure racism and discrimination. 
Now, with democracy on their side, the time has come for a change. Following two newly elected 
indigenous leaders from the campaign trail to their first year in office, filmmaker Rodrigo Vasquez 
journeys into the heart of the democratic revolution in Bolivia. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000705    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: BEFORE THE SPRING, AFTER THE FALL                  
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/30/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:43:00 
 
In 2008, a film crew began documenting a group of young heavy-metal musicians in Egypt. Oppressed by 
massive social forces beyond their control, the kids - sons of a jailed political dissident and the leader of 
the only female metal band in the Middle East - saw music as their outlet, their hopes trapped in the 
traffic-clogged streets of Cairo like a bull in a pen. Then one day, everything burst wide open. Filmed 
before, during, and after the beginning of the Egyptian revolution, Before the Spring and After the Fall 
tells the stories of a few remarkable young people as they seek the freedom to define themselves and 
shape their world. Influenced by their participation in major historic events, the young Egyptian 
musicians experience the political upheaval as personally transformative. With their music as a 
soundtrack, they share their stories, from their early struggles in Mubarak's police state, through the 
fever dream of a revolution, and beyond, into a strange new world where uncertainty is the only 
constant. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000512    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: WAITING FOR THE REVOLUTION                         
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/30/2014 3:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 3:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:49:06:00 
 
For over 500 years the indigenous people of the Andes have had to endure racism and discrimination. 
Now, with democracy on their side, the time has come for a change. Following two newly elected 
indigenous leaders from the campaign trail to their first year in office, filmmaker Rodrigo Vasquez 
journeys into the heart of the democratic revolution in Bolivia. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000705    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: BEFORE THE SPRING, AFTER THE FALL                  
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/30/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:43:00 
 
In 2008, a film crew began documenting a group of young heavy-metal musicians in Egypt. Oppressed by 
massive social forces beyond their control, the kids - sons of a jailed political dissident and the leader of 
the only female metal band in the Middle East - saw music as their outlet, their hopes trapped in the 
traffic-clogged streets of Cairo like a bull in a pen. Then one day, everything burst wide open. Filmed 
before, during, and after the beginning of the Egyptian revolution, Before the Spring and After the Fall 
tells the stories of a few remarkable young people as they seek the freedom to define themselves and 
shape their world. Influenced by their participation in major historic events, the young Egyptian 
musicians experience the political upheaval as personally transformative. With their music as a 
soundtrack, they share their stories, from their early struggles in Mubarak's police state, through the 
fever dream of a revolution, and beyond, into a strange new world where uncertainty is the only 
constant. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000512    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: WAITING FOR THE REVOLUTION                         
Length: 60 Minutes 



Airdate: 6/30/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:49:06:00 
 
For over 500 years the indigenous people of the Andes have had to endure racism and discrimination. 
Now, with democracy on their side, the time has come for a change. Following two newly elected 
indigenous leaders from the campaign trail to their first year in office, filmmaker Rodrigo Vasquez 
journeys into the heart of the democratic revolution in Bolivia. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: GLVO  000705    
Series Title: GLOBAL VOICES                                      
Episode Title: BEFORE THE SPRING, AFTER THE FALL                  
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: ITVS  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:53:43:00 
 
In 2008, a film crew began documenting a group of young heavy-metal musicians in Egypt. Oppressed by 
massive social forces beyond their control, the kids - sons of a jailed political dissident and the leader of 
the only female metal band in the Middle East - saw music as their outlet, their hopes trapped in the 
traffic-clogged streets of Cairo like a bull in a pen. Then one day, everything burst wide open. Filmed 
before, during, and after the beginning of the Egyptian revolution, Before the Spring and After the Fall 
tells the stories of a few remarkable young people as they seek the freedom to define themselves and 
shape their world. Influenced by their participation in major historic events, the young Egyptian 
musicians experience the political upheaval as personally transformative. With their music as a 
soundtrack, they share their stories, from their early struggles in Mubarak's police state, through the 
fever dream of a revolution, and beyond, into a strange new world where uncertainty is the only 
constant. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %IEL  000000    
Series Title: INDELIBLE LALITA                                   
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/29/2014 12:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/29/2014 12:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:10:31:00 
 



Indelible Lalita tells the story of a beautiful woman whose resilient spirit survives her body's 
transformation by cancer, heart failure, and a dramatic loss of skin pigment. Meditatively flowing 
between surface and interior, the film follows Lalita as she migrates from Bombay to Paris to Montreal, 
and becomes completely White along the way.  Lalita learns to let go of her body as the sign of her 
ethnicity and femininity, and ultimately realizes that her body is just a temporary vessel for her spirit. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %IEL  000000    
Series Title: INDELIBLE LALITA                                   
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/29/2014 8:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/29/2014 8:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:10:31:00 
 
Indelible Lalita tells the story of a beautiful woman whose resilient spirit survives her body's 
transformation by cancer, heart failure, and a dramatic loss of skin pigment. Meditatively flowing 
between surface and interior, the film follows Lalita as she migrates from Bombay to Paris to Montreal, 
and becomes completely White along the way.  Lalita learns to let go of her body as the sign of her 
ethnicity and femininity, and ultimately realizes that her body is just a temporary vessel for her spirit. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %IEL  000000    
Series Title: INDELIBLE LALITA                                   
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 90 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/29/2014 2:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/29/2014 2:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:10:31:00 
 
Indelible Lalita tells the story of a beautiful woman whose resilient spirit survives her body's 
transformation by cancer, heart failure, and a dramatic loss of skin pigment. Meditatively flowing 
between surface and interior, the film follows Lalita as she migrates from Bombay to Paris to Montreal, 
and becomes completely White along the way.  Lalita learns to let go of her body as the sign of her 
ethnicity and femininity, and ultimately realizes that her body is just a temporary vessel for her spirit. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %IEL  000000    
Series Title: INDELIBLE LALITA                                   
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 90 Minutes 



Airdate: 5/31/2014 12:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/31/2014 12:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 01:10:31:00 
 
Indelible Lalita tells the story of a beautiful woman whose resilient spirit survives her body's 
transformation by cancer, heart failure, and a dramatic loss of skin pigment. Meditatively flowing 
between surface and interior, the film follows Lalita as she migrates from Bombay to Paris to Montreal, 
and becomes completely White along the way.  Lalita learns to let go of her body as the sign of her 
ethnicity and femininity, and ultimately realizes that her body is just a temporary vessel for her spirit. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/1/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/1/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000117    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: CARING AT THE END                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/1/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/1/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:54:00 
 
Stories from North Carolina, California, and Ohio.  As our loved ones near the end of their lives, the 
difficulty in comforting them reverberates in the lives of family members, caretakers, and communities: 
a woman with young children of her own must find balance as she cares for her ailing mother; a look at 
the intimate bond between patient and caretaker; the story of a man who personifies "in sickness and in 
health"; and how the power of music can awaken sleeping minds. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     



NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/1/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/1/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000117    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: CARING AT THE END                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/1/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/1/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:54:00 
 
Stories from North Carolina, California, and Ohio.  As our loved ones near the end of their lives, the 
difficulty in comforting them reverberates in the lives of family members, caretakers, and communities: 
a woman with young children of her own must find balance as she cares for her ailing mother; a look at 
the intimate bond between patient and caretaker; the story of a man who personifies "in sickness and in 
health"; and how the power of music can awaken sleeping minds. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/1/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/1/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000117    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: CARING AT THE END                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/1/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/1/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:54:00 
 
Stories from North Carolina, California, and Ohio.  As our loved ones near the end of their lives, the 
difficulty in comforting them reverberates in the lives of family members, caretakers, and communities: 
a woman with young children of her own must find balance as she cares for her ailing mother; a look at 
the intimate bond between patient and caretaker; the story of a man who personifies "in sickness and in 
health"; and how the power of music can awaken sleeping minds. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000117    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: CARING AT THE END                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/4/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:54:00 
 
Stories from North Carolina, California, and Ohio.  As our loved ones near the end of their lives, the 
difficulty in comforting them reverberates in the lives of family members, caretakers, and communities: 



a woman with young children of her own must find balance as she cares for her ailing mother; a look at 
the intimate bond between patient and caretaker; the story of a man who personifies "in sickness and in 
health"; and how the power of music can awaken sleeping minds. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/4/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000117    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: CARING AT THE END                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/4/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:54:00 
 
Stories from North Carolina, California, and Ohio.  As our loved ones near the end of their lives, the 
difficulty in comforting them reverberates in the lives of family members, caretakers, and communities: 
a woman with young children of her own must find balance as she cares for her ailing mother; a look at 
the intimate bond between patient and caretaker; the story of a man who personifies "in sickness and in 
health"; and how the power of music can awaken sleeping minds. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     



Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000117    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: CARING AT THE END                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:54:00 
 
Stories from North Carolina, California, and Ohio.  As our loved ones near the end of their lives, the 
difficulty in comforting them reverberates in the lives of family members, caretakers, and communities: 
a woman with young children of her own must find balance as she cares for her ailing mother; a look at 
the intimate bond between patient and caretaker; the story of a man who personifies "in sickness and in 
health"; and how the power of music can awaken sleeping minds. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:10:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 2:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:10:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 4:00:00 PM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:10:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/8/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:10:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/11/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/11/2014 5:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/11/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/11/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:10:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/11/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/11/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000107    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BEEHIVE SPIRITS                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:25:00 
 
Utah is not exactly the first place you think of when talking about alcohol & liquor. But since the early 
days of prohibition, "The Beehive State" has a unique foray into distilling spirits. We retrace Utah's fight 
for and against alcohol with a look at the characters keeping it alive today. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 2:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/15/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/18/2014 5:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/18/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/18/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:05:00 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 2:30:00 AM 



O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:05:00 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 



Airdate: 4/22/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:05:00 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/22/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/22/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:05:00 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          



Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/25/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/25/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:05:00 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/25/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    



Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:04:16 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000108    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DEATH AND DYING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
An uplifting meditation on death and dying with stories with stories of an embalmer in Toledo, Ohio; a 
New York City hospice volunteer; a dying Brooklyn woman; and an urban philosopher in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/29/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/29/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/29/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/29/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:04:16 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/29/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/29/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/29/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/29/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:04:16 



 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/29/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/29/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/29/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/29/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:04:16 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 



Airdate: 5/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/2/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:04:16 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/2/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/2/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:04:16 
 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000118    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HARNESSING THE SUN                                 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:05:00 



 
The story of America's solar industry, and the promise of solar today and tomorrow: the rise and fall of 
the 1970s American solar energy program; a non-profit dedicated to providing low income families with 
solar panels; the Seattle company that built "the world's greenest office building"; and the creative 
couple in Idaho blazing new solar paths for America's highways. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   



Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 



cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/6/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/9/2014 5:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/9/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/9/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000109    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: SOCIAL MEDIA                                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/11/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/11/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:52:00 
 
We get social, with social media! Finding the people using social media to change the world. The Chicago 
painting duo, who use Twitter to reward treasure hunters; documentary cameras hit the streets of 
Raleigh-Durham, NC, to ask how social media influenced the 2012 presidential election; a look at what 
happens when an entire generation of Instagram users get together with their cameras on the beaches 
of Santa Monica, California; and how Facebook helped to make a young Los Angeleno boy's dream come 
true. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 



 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   



Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/13/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/13/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/16/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/16/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/16/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/16/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/16/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/16/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 



 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/16/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/16/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000110    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: POETRY IN MOTION                                   



Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/18/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/18/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:13:00 
 
Poetry with a kick! The words, sounds and people that bring poetry to life: a painful story about bullying; 
powerful memories of a soon-to-be demolished housing project; inaccurate assumptions about a pretty 
face; coming to terms and acceptance with loss; and the melting pot of identity politics. Five pieces from 
cities across the USA, including San Francisco, Detroit, Chicago and Minneapolis, that are connected by 
the rhythm of words and the search for identity. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/20/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/20/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 



 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/20/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/20/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/20/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 



As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/20/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/23/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/23/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/23/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/23/2014 5:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/23/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/23/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/23/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/23/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    



Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/25/2014 7:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/25/2014 7:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000111    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: URBAN GARDENING                                    
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/25/2014 7:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/25/2014 7:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:18:00 
 
Sowing the Seeds of Change... planting ideas for sustainability and self-sufficiency. You might think of it 
as a Midwest rust belt town, but community gardeners in Flint, Michigan are undergoing a variety of 
projects and planting the seeds of hope for economic revitalization. From green belts to green thumbs -- 
a couple works with children to hone their martial arts and gardening skills; and two women toil with 
the local Flint government to get their garden growing. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/27/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/27/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 



 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/27/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/27/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/27/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/27/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/27/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/27/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 



As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/27/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/27/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/27/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/27/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/30/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/30/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/30/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/30/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/30/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/30/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000119    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: BUILDING AN IDENTITY                               
Length: 30 Minutes 



Airdate: 5/30/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/30/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:28:14:00 
 
As the Asian American population in the United States rises, so do their questions about their place in 
America; a Japanese-Filipino man narrates the story of his "becoming American"; a group of mixed race 
professionals is New York address issues of identity and acceptance; and new mothers try to balance 
their old heritage with their new culture. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000112    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: LIVING THE DREAM                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
Living the life! Whether it's in the cozy confines or your own home, or venturing out to find your calling 
in the big wide world - four subjects in pursuit of their dreams. An array of Airstream enthusiasts in 
Colorado have their own rules for the road; an unlikely roper from Lafayette, Louisiana hopes to lasso 
himself a winner; a Brooklyn, New York collector with an eye for the unusual finds beauty in found 
objects and a decorated war veteran returns to pursue his gridiron goals at Clemson University in South 
Carolina. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000112    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: LIVING THE DREAM                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
Living the life! Whether it's in the cozy confines or your own home, or venturing out to find your calling 
in the big wide world - four subjects in pursuit of their dreams. An array of Airstream enthusiasts in 
Colorado have their own rules for the road; an unlikely roper from Lafayette, Louisiana hopes to lasso 
himself a winner; a Brooklyn, New York collector with an eye for the unusual finds beauty in found 
objects and a decorated war veteran returns to pursue his gridiron goals at Clemson University in South 
Carolina. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000112    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: LIVING THE DREAM                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 



Living the life! Whether it's in the cozy confines or your own home, or venturing out to find your calling 
in the big wide world - four subjects in pursuit of their dreams. An array of Airstream enthusiasts in 
Colorado have their own rules for the road; an unlikely roper from Lafayette, Louisiana hopes to lasso 
himself a winner; a Brooklyn, New York collector with an eye for the unusual finds beauty in found 
objects and a decorated war veteran returns to pursue his gridiron goals at Clemson University in South 
Carolina. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000120    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: PTSD: BRINGING THE WAR HOME                        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/3/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/3/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:42:00 
 
An examination of the terrifying syndrome that's all too common among U.S. veterans returning from 
combat zones: a devastating injury pushes one former soldier into the dark; the family of a Navy Seal 
tells his tragic story; a woman rebuilds her post-war life; and a program at the City College of San 
Francisco committed to rehabbing veterans. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000112    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: LIVING THE DREAM                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
Living the life! Whether it's in the cozy confines or your own home, or venturing out to find your calling 
in the big wide world - four subjects in pursuit of their dreams. An array of Airstream enthusiasts in 
Colorado have their own rules for the road; an unlikely roper from Lafayette, Louisiana hopes to lasso 
himself a winner; a Brooklyn, New York collector with an eye for the unusual finds beauty in found 
objects and a decorated war veteran returns to pursue his gridiron goals at Clemson University in South 
Carolina. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  



Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/6/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/6/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 
to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000112    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: LIVING THE DREAM                                   
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/6/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/6/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
Living the life! Whether it's in the cozy confines or your own home, or venturing out to find your calling 
in the big wide world - four subjects in pursuit of their dreams. An array of Airstream enthusiasts in 
Colorado have their own rules for the road; an unlikely roper from Lafayette, Louisiana hopes to lasso 
himself a winner; a Brooklyn, New York collector with an eye for the unusual finds beauty in found 
objects and a decorated war veteran returns to pursue his gridiron goals at Clemson University in South 
Carolina. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/6/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/6/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 



to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 
to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 



Airdate: 6/10/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 
to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     



NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 
to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/13/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/13/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/13/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/13/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 



to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/13/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/13/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000113    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: DRIVE LIKE A GIRL                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/13/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/13/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:26:41:00 
 
"Drive Like A Girl" follows New York's champion all-girls robotics team, The Iron Maidens, just one year 
after they beat more than 60 male-dominated teams in a regional competition. Though they advanced 
to the national stage in Atlanta, Ga., they lost before winning it all. Now, they've returned for another 
shot at the title. They had six weeks to design, program and build a robot alongside their brother team 
and one of their competitors, the Sciborgs. The struggles they face reveal what it takes to be a group of 
girls excelling at a boys' game and their successes are a glimpse at the changing roles of females in 
science and technology. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 



Airdate: 6/17/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 10:30:00 AM 



Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  



Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/20/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/20/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 
 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/20/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/20/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000114    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: HUNGER IN AMERICA                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/20/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/20/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:09:00 



 
Food insecurities and portraits of the hungry in America; the ironic story of Californian farmers who 
don?t have enough to eat; a suburban Chicago family feeling the economic pinch at the dinner table; 
and big city food deserts. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000116    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: ON THE BORDER                         
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 2:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 2:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:00:00 
 
Stories from Arizona and California.  Issues on immigration - from both sides of the fence; the 
treacherous conditions migrants face while trying to cross into the United States;danger for the children 
of immigrants who are left behind; and the vigilante Americans who patrol the border. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 2:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 2:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000116    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: ON THE BORDER                         
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 10:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 10:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:00:00 
 



Stories from Arizona and California.  Issues on immigration - from both sides of the fence; the 
treacherous conditions migrants face while trying to cross into the United States;danger for the children 
of immigrants who are left behind; and the vigilante Americans who patrol the border. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000116    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: ON THE BORDER                         
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 4:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 4:00:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:00:00 
 
Stories from Arizona and California.  Issues on immigration - from both sides of the fence; the 
treacherous conditions migrants face while trying to cross into the United States;danger for the children 
of immigrants who are left behind; and the vigilante Americans who patrol the border. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/24/2014 4:30:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/24/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 



The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000116    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: ON THE BORDER                         
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:00:00 
 
Stories from Arizona and California.  Issues on immigration - from both sides of the fence; the 
treacherous conditions migrants face while trying to cross into the United States;danger for the children 
of immigrants who are left behind; and the vigilante Americans who patrol the border. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/27/2014 5:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/27/2014 5:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000116    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: ON THE BORDER                         
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/27/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/27/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:00:00 
 



Stories from Arizona and California.  Issues on immigration - from both sides of the fence; the 
treacherous conditions migrants face while trying to cross into the United States;danger for the children 
of immigrants who are left behind; and the vigilante Americans who patrol the border. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: %USA  000115    
Series Title: LOCAL USA                                          
Episode Title: IMMIGRATION: HOME                                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/27/2014 11:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/27/2014 11:30:00 AM 
Service: WGBH  
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:27:08:00 
 
The immigration trail to Nashville, Tennessee; Bhutan refugees who come for religious freedom; the 
relocation and adaptation of Somalians; and the flourishing professionals in the Kurdish community. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: EQLN  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH A PURPOSE EGYPT: QU 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/7/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile, "explorer and 
travel writer Richard Bangs sets off for an incredible adventure on the great Nile River to uncover the 
history, myths and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient Egypt. From Alexandria to Cairo, from the 
pyramids at Giza to the Valley of the Kings, Bangs explores the way the river and its fearsome "Lord" 
molded a civilization. Further upstream, he visits a temple dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
searches for the beast in the waters of Lake Nasser. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: EQLN  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH A PURPOSE EGYPT: QU 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/2014 3:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 4/7/2014 3:00:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     



Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile, "explorer and 
travel writer Richard Bangs sets off for an incredible adventure on the great Nile River to uncover the 
history, myths and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient Egypt. From Alexandria to Cairo, from the 
pyramids at Giza to the Valley of the Kings, Bangs explores the way the river and its fearsome "Lord" 
molded a civilization. Further upstream, he visits a temple dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
searches for the beast in the waters of Lake Nasser. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: EQLN  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH A PURPOSE EGYPT: QU 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/19/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/19/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile, "explorer and 
travel writer Richard Bangs sets off for an incredible adventure on the great Nile River to uncover the 
history, myths and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient Egypt. From Alexandria to Cairo, from the 
pyramids at Giza to the Valley of the Kings, Bangs explores the way the river and its fearsome "Lord" 
molded a civilization. Further upstream, he visits a temple dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
searches for the beast in the waters of Lake Nasser. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: EQLN  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH A PURPOSE EGYPT: QU 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile, "explorer and 
travel writer Richard Bangs sets off for an incredible adventure on the great Nile River to uncover the 
history, myths and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient Egypt. From Alexandria to Cairo, from the 
pyramids at Giza to the Valley of the Kings, Bangs explores the way the river and its fearsome "Lord" 
molded a civilization. Further upstream, he visits a temple dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
searches for the beast in the waters of Lake Nasser. 
 
 



Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: EQLN  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH A PURPOSE EGYPT: QU 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/30/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile, "explorer and 
travel writer Richard Bangs sets off for an incredible adventure on the great Nile River to uncover the 
history, myths and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient Egypt. From Alexandria to Cairo, from the 
pyramids at Giza to the Valley of the Kings, Bangs explores the way the river and its fearsome "Lord" 
molded a civilization. Further upstream, he visits a temple dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
searches for the beast in the waters of Lake Nasser. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: EQLN  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH A PURPOSE EGYPT: QU 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/30/2014 3:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/30/2014 3:00:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "Egypt: Quest for the Lord of the Nile, "explorer and 
travel writer Richard Bangs sets off for an incredible adventure on the great Nile River to uncover the 
history, myths and culture of the lost crocodiles of ancient Egypt. From Alexandria to Cairo, from the 
pyramids at Giza to the Valley of the Kings, Bangs explores the way the river and its fearsome "Lord" 
molded a civilization. Further upstream, he visits a temple dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
searches for the beast in the waters of Lake Nasser. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: NZQK  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "NEW ZEALAN 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/2014 9:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/2/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 



 
In his second hour-long Adventures With Purposespecial, Richard Bangs travels to the southernmost 
reaches of civilization to uncover New Zealand's pristine natural beauty, alluring culture and enigmatic 
mythology. In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "New Zealand: Quest for Kaitiakitanga," 
the father of modern adventure travel traverses the most physically and climatically diverse landmass in 
Polynesia in the pursuit of an age-old Maori tradition. In this new special, Bangs seeks answers to 
questions rooted in indigenous wisdom,  hoping to unearth the meaning and origins of "kaitiakitanga," 
the responsibility of human beings to protect the natural world. Today's Kiwis believe the knowledge of 
the ancients may hold a key to the planet's survival. Bangs begins his 1,000-mile trek in Mt. Aspiring 
National Park, where he navigates north to the Franz Joseph Glacier and then to the east coast town of 
Kaikoura. From there, Bangs crosses the Cook Strait to the North Island and the capital city of 
Wellington. He next visits the Taupo region, heads to Hokianga Harbor,  and finally makes his way to 
Cape Reinga on the upper tip of New Zealand, where he encounters the great tangled "spirit tree" of 
Maori myth. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: NZQK  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "NEW ZEALAN 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/2014 3:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/2/2014 3:00:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In his second hour-long Adventures With Purposespecial, Richard Bangs travels to the southernmost 
reaches of civilization to uncover New Zealand's pristine natural beauty, alluring culture and enigmatic 
mythology. In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "New Zealand: Quest for Kaitiakitanga," 
the father of modern adventure travel traverses the most physically and climatically diverse landmass in 
Polynesia in the pursuit of an age-old Maori tradition. In this new special, Bangs seeks answers to 
questions rooted in indigenous wisdom,  hoping to unearth the meaning and origins of "kaitiakitanga," 
the responsibility of human beings to protect the natural world. Today's Kiwis believe the knowledge of 
the ancients may hold a key to the planet's survival. Bangs begins his 1,000-mile trek in Mt. Aspiring 
National Park, where he navigates north to the Franz Joseph Glacier and then to the east coast town of 
Kaikoura. From there, Bangs crosses the Cook Strait to the North Island and the capital city of 
Wellington. He next visits the Taupo region, heads to Hokianga Harbor,  and finally makes his way to 
Cape Reinga on the upper tip of New Zealand, where he encounters the great tangled "spirit tree" of 
Maori myth. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: NZQK  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "NEW ZEALAN 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/13/2014 9:00:00 AM 



O.B. Date: 6/13/2014 9:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In his second hour-long Adventures With Purposespecial, Richard Bangs travels to the southernmost 
reaches of civilization to uncover New Zealand's pristine natural beauty, alluring culture and enigmatic 
mythology. In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "New Zealand: Quest for Kaitiakitanga," 
the father of modern adventure travel traverses the most physically and climatically diverse landmass in 
Polynesia in the pursuit of an age-old Maori tradition. In this new special, Bangs seeks answers to 
questions rooted in indigenous wisdom,  hoping to unearth the meaning and origins of "kaitiakitanga," 
the responsibility of human beings to protect the natural world. Today's Kiwis believe the knowledge of 
the ancients may hold a key to the planet's survival. Bangs begins his 1,000-mile trek in Mt. Aspiring 
National Park, where he navigates north to the Franz Joseph Glacier and then to the east coast town of 
Kaikoura. From there, Bangs crosses the Cook Strait to the North Island and the capital city of 
Wellington. He next visits the Taupo region, heads to Hokianga Harbor,  and finally makes his way to 
Cape Reinga on the upper tip of New Zealand, where he encounters the great tangled "spirit tree" of 
Maori myth. 
 
 
Category: DOCUMENTARY     
NOLA: NZQK  000000    
Series Title: RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "NEW ZEALAN 
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length: 60 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: DOCUMENTARY     
Segment Length: 00:56:46:00 
 
In his second hour-long Adventures With Purposespecial, Richard Bangs travels to the southernmost 
reaches of civilization to uncover New Zealand's pristine natural beauty, alluring culture and enigmatic 
mythology. In RICHARD BANGS' ADVENTURES WITH PURPOSE "New Zealand: Quest for Kaitiakitanga," 
the father of modern adventure travel traverses the most physically and climatically diverse landmass in 
Polynesia in the pursuit of an age-old Maori tradition. In this new special, Bangs seeks answers to 
questions rooted in indigenous wisdom,  hoping to unearth the meaning and origins of "kaitiakitanga," 
the responsibility of human beings to protect the natural world. Today's Kiwis believe the knowledge of 
the ancients may hold a key to the planet's survival. Bangs begins his 1,000-mile trek in Mt. Aspiring 
National Park, where he navigates north to the Franz Joseph Glacier and then to the east coast town of 
Kaikoura. From there, Bangs crosses the Cook Strait to the North Island and the capital city of 
Wellington. He next visits the Taupo region, heads to Hokianga Harbor,  and finally makes his way to 
Cape Reinga on the upper tip of New Zealand, where he encounters the great tangled "spirit tree" of 
Maori myth. 
 
 
Category: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
NOLA: NONOLA000000    



Series Title: THE WQLN GREAT TV AUCTION                          
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length:  
Airdate: 5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 
Service: WQLN  
Format: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
Segment Length: 05:00:00:00 
 
The area?s only local televised shopping program. Most items sell for half their retail value. Express bid 
numbers are available by calling WQLN, at (814) 864-3011. 
 
 
Category: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
NOLA: NONOLA000000    
Series Title: THE WQLN GREAT TV AUCTION                          
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length:  
Airdate: 5/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 
Service: WQLN  
Format: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
Segment Length: 05:00:00:00 
 
The area?s only local televised shopping program. Most items sell for half their retail value. Express bid 
numbers are available by calling WQLN, at (814) 864-3011. 
 
 
Category: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
NOLA: NONOLA000000    
Series Title: THE WQLN GREAT TV AUCTION                          
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length:  
Airdate: 5/31/2014 6:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 5/31/2014 6:00:00 PM 
Service: WQLN  
Format: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
Segment Length: 05:00:00:00 
 
The area?s only local televised shopping program. Most items sell for half their retail value. Express bid 
numbers are available by calling WQLN, at (814) 864-3011. 
 
 
Category: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
NOLA: NONOLA000000    
Series Title: THE WQLN GREAT TV AUCTION                          
Episode Title: NONE                                               
Length:  



Airdate: 6/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 
O.B. Date: 6/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 
Service: WQLN  
Format: LOCAL FUNDRAISI 
Segment Length: 05:00:00:00 
 
The area?s only local televised shopping program. Most items sell for half their retail value. Express bid 
numbers are available by calling WQLN, at (814) 864-3011. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001041    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: GREATEST FINANCIAL CHALLENGES                      
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/2014 6:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/5/2014 6:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guests: Jonathan Clements, Columnist, The Wall Street Journal; Jason Zweig, "The Intelligent Investor" 
columnist, The Wall Street Journal.    This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack features Jonathan 
Clements and Jason Zweig, two top personal finance journalists both now at The Wall Street Journal, 
who tackle the three greatest financial challenges facing Americans. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001041    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: GREATEST FINANCIAL CHALLENGES                      
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/5/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guests: Jonathan Clements, Columnist, The Wall Street Journal; Jason Zweig, "The Intelligent Investor" 
columnist, The Wall Street Journal.    This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack features Jonathan 
Clements and Jason Zweig, two top personal finance journalists both now at The Wall Street Journal, 
who tackle the three greatest financial challenges facing Americans. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001041H   
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: GREATEST FINANCIAL CHALLENGES                      



Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/6/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guests: Jonathan Clements, Columnist, The Wall Street Journal; Jason Zweig, "The Intelligent Investor" 
columnist, The Wall Street Journal.    This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack features Jonathan 
Clements and Jason Zweig, two top personal finance journalists both now at The Wall Street Journal, 
who tackle the three greatest financial challenges facing Americans. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001042    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES                            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/12/2014 6:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/12/2014 6:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Robert Arnott, Chairman, Research Affiliates.   This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack asks: is 
there such thing as a better mouse trap? "Financial Thought Leader" Robert Arnott, chairman of 
Research Affiliates, says he has created a better alternative to traditional index funds with his 
fundamental index approach. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001042    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES                            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/12/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/12/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Robert Arnott, Chairman, Research Affiliates.   This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack asks: is 
there such thing as a better mouse trap? "Financial Thought Leader" Robert Arnott, chairman of 
Research Affiliates, says he has created a better alternative to traditional index funds with his 
fundamental index approach. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  



NOLA: SUEL  001042H   
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES                            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/13/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:27:26:00 
 
Guest: Robert Arnott, Chairman, Research Affiliates.   This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack asks: is 
there such thing as a better mouse trap? "Financial Thought Leader" Robert Arnott, chairman of 
Research Affiliates, says he has created a better alternative to traditional index funds with his 
fundamental index approach. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001043    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FINANCIAL LEGEND KEN HEEBNER                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/19/2014 6:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/19/2014 6:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Ken Heebner, Portfolio Manager, CGM Focus Fund.  This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
features an exclusive interview with legendary stock picker Ken Heebner, CGM Focus Fund's long-time 
portfolio manager, who reveals what big bets he is making now. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001043    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FINANCIAL LEGEND KEN HEEBNER                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/19/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/19/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Ken Heebner, Portfolio Manager, CGM Focus Fund.  This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
features an exclusive interview with legendary stock picker Ken Heebner, CGM Focus Fund's long-time 
portfolio manager, who reveals what big bets he is making now. 
 
 



Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001043H   
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FINANCIAL LEGEND KEN HEEBNER                       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/20/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Ken Heebner, Portfolio Manager, CGM Focus Fund.  This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
features an exclusive interview with legendary stock picker Ken Heebner, CGM Focus Fund's long-time 
portfolio manager, who reveals what big bets he is making now. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001044    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: SMALL COMPANY STOCK PIONEER CHUCK ROYCE            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/26/2014 6:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/26/2014 6:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Chuck Royce, Director of Investments, Portfolio Manager, The Royce Funds.   This week's 
Consuelo Mack WealthTrack features an exclusive TV interview with "Great Investor" and small cap 
pioneer Chuck Royce, who explains why a market correction is in our future and why quality companies 
will lead coming out of it. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001044    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: SMALL COMPANY STOCK PIONEER CHUCK ROYCE            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/26/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/26/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Chuck Royce, Director of Investments, Portfolio Manager, The Royce Funds.   This week's 
Consuelo Mack WealthTrack features an exclusive TV interview with "Great Investor" and small cap 
pioneer Chuck Royce, who explains why a market correction is in our future and why quality companies 
will lead coming out of it. 



 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001044H   
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: SMALL COMPANY STOCK PIONEER CHUCK ROYCE            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 4/27/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Chuck Royce, Director of Investments, Portfolio Manager, The Royce Funds.   This week's 
Consuelo Mack WealthTrack features an exclusive TV interview with "Great Investor" and small cap 
pioneer Chuck Royce, who explains why a market correction is in our future and why quality companies 
will lead coming out of it. 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001045    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FINANCIAL THOUGH LEADER ANDREW LO                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/3/2014 6:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/3/2014 6:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Andrew Lo, Professor of Finance, MIT Sloan School of Management; Head of MIT's Laboratory for 
Financial Engineering; Chairman and Chief Investment Strategist, Alpha Simplex.   This week's Consuelo 
Mack WealthTrack answers: what can investors do to avoid making bad decisions? "Financial Thought 
Leader" and MIT Professor Andrew Lo explains his latest research on "artificial stupidity!" 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001045    
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FINANCIAL THOUGH LEADER ANDREW LO                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/3/2014 11:00:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/3/2014 11:00:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 



Guest: Andrew Lo, Professor of Finance, MIT Sloan School of Management; Head of MIT's Laboratory for 
Financial Engineering; Chairman and Chief Investment Strategist, Alpha Simplex.   This week's Consuelo 
Mack WealthTrack answers: what can investors do to avoid making bad decisions? "Financial Thought 
Leader" and MIT Professor Andrew Lo explains his latest research on "artificial stupidity!" 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001045H   
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: FINANCIAL THOUGH LEADER ANDREW LO                  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/2014 10:30:00 AM 
O.B. Date: 5/4/2014 10:30:00 AM 
Service: APTEX 
Format: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
Segment Length: 00:26:46:00 
 
Guest: Andrew Lo, Professor of Finance, MIT Sloan School of Management; Head of MIT's Laboratory for 
Financial Engineering; Chairman and Chief Investment Strategist, Alpha Simplex.   This week's Consuelo 
Mack WealthTrack answers: what can investors do to avoid making bad decisions? "Financial Thought 
Leader" and MIT Professor Andrew Lo explains his latest research on "artificial stupidity!" 
 
 
Category: PUBLIC AFFAIRS  
NOLA: SUEL  001046H   
Series Title: CONSUELO MACK WEALTHTRACK                          
Episode Title: CHRISTOPHER DAVIS: THIRD GENERATION INVESTOR       
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Guest: Christopher Davis, Portfolio Manager, The Davis Funds. This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
features a rare interview with third-generation "Great Investor" Christopher Davis on the family's 
winning strategy of owning businesses not stocks. 
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Segment Length: 00:27:26:00 
 
Guest: Chuck Akre, Portfolio Manager, Akre Focus Fund.   This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
features a rare interview with "Great Investor" Chuck Akre who specializes in finding "compounding 
machines," the rare breed of companies delivering above-average returns year after year. 
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Guest: Steven Romick, Portfolio Manager, FPA Crescent Fund.   This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 
features a rare interview "Great Investor" Steven Romick, Morningstar's 2013 Allocation Fund Manager 
of the Year, on why he is holding large sums of cash in his FPA Crescent Fund. 
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Guest: Charles Dreifus, Portfolio Manager, Royce Special Equity Multi-Cap Fund.   This week's Consuelo 
Mack WealthTrack features a "Great Investor" who has made his name investing in small company 
stocks. Charlie Dreifus, the portfolio manager of the Royce Special Equity funds, explains why he now 
favors large companies and discusses where he is finding the greatest values in the market now. 
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Guest: Thomas Petrie, Chairman, Petrie Partners.   Are we having an energy revolution? Will the U.S. 
soon be energy independent? Energy guru, Petrie Partners' Tom Petrie answers those questions and 
more from his 40 years of energy industry experience in a Consuelo Mack WealthTrack TV exclusive 
interview. 
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Guests: Maura Griffin, Founder and CEO, Blue Spark Capital Advisors; Debra Taylor, Principal, Taylor 
Financial Group.  This week's Consuelo Mack WealthTrack focuses on financial planning specifically for 
women. Two award-winning financial planners, Blue Spark Capital Advisor's Maura Griffin and Taylor 
Financial Group's Debra Taylor, share advice for women in different stages of their lives. 
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Austria: In the Valley of the Ruble Millionaires - Austria is popular with wealthy Russians. The small town 
of Kitzbuhel is one of the places profiting from its rich guests. Now there are fears that sanctions will 
scare away the Russian elite. To Reinhold Mitterlehner, Austria's Economy Minister, it's long been clear 
that sanctions are an own goal for his country. In the high season in winter, charter flights from Russia 
land hourly at the small airports serving Salzburg and Innsbruck. Last year, 1.4 million Russians 
vacationed in Austria, most in popular ski resorts such as Kitzbuhel. Many Russian millionaires and even 
billionaires have bought property here. In doing so, they're combining business with pleasure, because 
Austria offers favorable tax conditions to well-heeled private investors.   Macedonia: Monumental Battle 
- "Skopje 2014" is the name of an expensive government project that is increasingly dividing the country. 
From Alexander the Great to Mother Teresa, the city is home to increasing numbers of statues. When 
building began two years ago, "Skopje 2014" was meant to beautify the old town center. But it is now 



clear to everyone involved that it has much more to do with the issue of whose history is being 
immortalized in bronze and whose isn't. In a small country in which Macedonians, Turks, Albanians, 
Serbs and Roma live more alongside than with each other, each new statue leads to a heated dispute. 
The Albanians in particular feel they're inadequately represented in the sea of monuments, and a statue 
of Stefan Dusan, the self-proclaimed medieval Emperor of the Serbs, has infuriated the mainly Muslim 
Albanian minority.   France: High-Flying Helmet Cameras - Michael Schumacher had one - and thousands 
of other skiers do as well: a micro-video camera mounted on a helmet. But the pursuit of impressive 
skiing pictures often leads skiers to take greater risks. In Europe's highest ski resort, Val Thorens, piste 
attendants have long been aware of a dangerous trend. More and more people are skiing in deep 
powder snow off-piste. What's new is that most amateur skiers intentionally go out when the risk of 
avalanche is at its greatest, simply because that's when they can get the best pictures of deep-powder 
skiing.   Spain: Belated Justice for Franco's Victims? - To this day, Spain's legal system has not dealt with 
the crimes of the Franco era. A female Argentinian judge is now giving many victims new hope. Because 
of an amnesty, even torturers from the Franco era have been able to live unpunished in Spain. 
Protection from criminal prosecution was originally meant to facilitate the peaceful transition to 
democracy. Many victims, however, are demanding that the amnesty be lifted at last. A female judge 
from Buenos Aires is also seeking belated justice for these victims. Now Spain faces a flood of litigation: 
some two hundred lawsuits have been filed by Argentinian lawyers living in Madrid. They want to try 
perpetrators still living in Spain before courts in Argentina. 
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Austria: In the Valley of the Ruble Millionaires - Austria is popular with wealthy Russians. The small town 
of Kitzbuhel is one of the places profiting from its rich guests. Now there are fears that sanctions will 
scare away the Russian elite. To Reinhold Mitterlehner, Austria's Economy Minister, it's long been clear 
that sanctions are an own goal for his country. In the high season in winter, charter flights from Russia 
land hourly at the small airports serving Salzburg and Innsbruck. Last year, 1.4 million Russians 
vacationed in Austria, most in popular ski resorts such as Kitzbuhel. Many Russian millionaires and even 
billionaires have bought property here. In doing so, they're combining business with pleasure, because 
Austria offers favorable tax conditions to well-heeled private investors.   Macedonia: Monumental Battle 
- "Skopje 2014" is the name of an expensive government project that is increasingly dividing the country. 
From Alexander the Great to Mother Teresa, the city is home to increasing numbers of statues. When 
building began two years ago, "Skopje 2014" was meant to beautify the old town center. But it is now 
clear to everyone involved that it has much more to do with the issue of whose history is being 
immortalized in bronze and whose isn't. In a small country in which Macedonians, Turks, Albanians, 
Serbs and Roma live more alongside than with each other, each new statue leads to a heated dispute. 
The Albanians in particular feel they're inadequately represented in the sea of monuments, and a statue 
of Stefan Dusan, the self-proclaimed medieval Emperor of the Serbs, has infuriated the mainly Muslim 



Albanian minority.   France: High-Flying Helmet Cameras - Michael Schumacher had one - and thousands 
of other skiers do as well: a micro-video camera mounted on a helmet. But the pursuit of impressive 
skiing pictures often leads skiers to take greater risks. In Europe's highest ski resort, Val Thorens, piste 
attendants have long been aware of a dangerous trend. More and more people are skiing in deep 
powder snow off-piste. What's new is that most amateur skiers intentionally go out when the risk of 
avalanche is at its greatest, simply because that's when they can get the best pictures of deep-powder 
skiing.   Spain: Belated Justice for Franco's Victims? - To this day, Spain's legal system has not dealt with 
the crimes of the Franco era. A female Argentinian judge is now giving many victims new hope. Because 
of an amnesty, even torturers from the Franco era have been able to live unpunished in Spain. 
Protection from criminal prosecution was originally meant to facilitate the peaceful transition to 
democracy. Many victims, however, are demanding that the amnesty be lifted at last. A female judge 
from Buenos Aires is also seeking belated justice for these victims. Now Spain faces a flood of litigation: 
some two hundred lawsuits have been filed by Argentinian lawyers living in Madrid. They want to try 
perpetrators still living in Spain before courts in Argentina. 
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Italy: The Fallen Bank - Monte dei Paschi di Siena is the world's oldest bank, and it is on the verge of 
collapse. This development has plunged Siena into crisis. For more than 500 years, Monte dei Paschi 
presided over the city. For generations, the venerable bank helped fund charities and civic works, 
including the famed Palio horse races. In 2012 it was revealed that the bank had strained its finances 
past their limit and had been concealing major losses totaling 20 billion Euros. Now the city, which had a 
major stake in the foundation that was the bank's main shareholder, is facing possible bankruptcy. And 
it fears that the scandal may harm Siena's chances to be a 2019 European Capital of Culture.   Bulgaria: 
Young People Battle Corruption - For the past year, many Bulgarians have been calling upon their 
government to resign, and urging an end to nepotism and corruption. The "children of the transition", as 
they call themselves, are determined to continue their activism. They are urging young people who are 
considering emigration to stay and seek change. The student-led protests have wide support from the 
many Bulgarians who say their political elite are hopelessly corrupt and the economy is run by a clan of 
oligarchs. The controversial coalition government of Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski has faced three 
votes of no-confidence in just five months.    Switzerland: Will Luxury Tourism Destroy the Alps? - An 
Egyptian investor plans to open the largest ski resort in the Alps in the sleepy town of Andermatt. Time 
seems to have stood still in Andermatt. But that may soon be a distant memory. Several months ago, an 
ultramodern luxury hotel opened there. And if Egyptian investor Samih Sawiris has his way, it will soon 
be joined by scores of similar hotels and vacation apartments. Sawiris launched his plan after he bought 
land vacated by the Swiss army, which for decades had been the mainstay of the local economy. Many 
in Andermatt are hoping that the town will one day rival Davos or St Moritz for Alpine glamour. But not 
everyone here shares that vision of the future.   Spain: Madrid's Clean Sweep - Madrid's street 



performers are facing a new challenge. A new noise reduction law pushed through by the mayor now 
requires them to pass an audition to obtain a permit. According to the city, one-third of the musicians 
didn't pass muster at the auditions. Those that did also have to follow new rules, including remaining at 
least 75 meters away from other buskers. Madrid's mayor, Ana Botella, has also called for a ban on 
downtown protests. She has been sharply criticized for these moves and some even say she is more 
repressive than General Franco. 
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Italy: The Fallen Bank - Monte dei Paschi di Siena is the world's oldest bank, and it is on the verge of 
collapse. This development has plunged Siena into crisis. For more than 500 years, Monte dei Paschi 
presided over the city. For generations, the venerable bank helped fund charities and civic works, 
including the famed Palio horse races. In 2012 it was revealed that the bank had strained its finances 
past their limit and had been concealing major losses totaling 20 billion Euros. Now the city, which had a 
major stake in the foundation that was the bank's main shareholder, is facing possible bankruptcy. And 
it fears that the scandal may harm Siena's chances to be a 2019 European Capital of Culture.   Bulgaria: 
Young People Battle Corruption - For the past year, many Bulgarians have been calling upon their 
government to resign, and urging an end to nepotism and corruption. The "children of the transition", as 
they call themselves, are determined to continue their activism. They are urging young people who are 
considering emigration to stay and seek change. The student-led protests have wide support from the 
many Bulgarians who say their political elite are hopelessly corrupt and the economy is run by a clan of 
oligarchs. The controversial coalition government of Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski has faced three 
votes of no-confidence in just five months.    Switzerland: Will Luxury Tourism Destroy the Alps? - An 
Egyptian investor plans to open the largest ski resort in the Alps in the sleepy town of Andermatt. Time 
seems to have stood still in Andermatt. But that may soon be a distant memory. Several months ago, an 
ultramodern luxury hotel opened there. And if Egyptian investor Samih Sawiris has his way, it will soon 
be joined by scores of similar hotels and vacation apartments. Sawiris launched his plan after he bought 
land vacated by the Swiss army, which for decades had been the mainstay of the local economy. Many 
in Andermatt are hoping that the town will one day rival Davos or St Moritz for Alpine glamour. But not 
everyone here shares that vision of the future.   Spain: Madrid's Clean Sweep - Madrid's street 
performers are facing a new challenge. A new noise reduction law pushed through by the mayor now 
requires them to pass an audition to obtain a permit. According to the city, one-third of the musicians 
didn't pass muster at the auditions. Those that did also have to follow new rules, including remaining at 
least 75 meters away from other buskers. Madrid's mayor, Ana Botella, has also called for a ban on 
downtown protests. She has been sharply criticized for these moves and some even say she is more 
repressive than General Franco. 
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Italy: The Fallen Bank - Monte dei Paschi di Siena is the world's oldest bank, and it is on the verge of 
collapse. This development has plunged Siena into crisis. For more than 500 years, Monte dei Paschi 
presided over the city. For generations, the venerable bank helped fund charities and civic works, 
including the famed Palio horse races. In 2012 it was revealed that the bank had strained its finances 
past their limit and had been concealing major losses totaling 20 billion Euros. Now the city, which had a 
major stake in the foundation that was the bank's main shareholder, is facing possible bankruptcy. And 
it fears that the scandal may harm Siena's chances to be a 2019 European Capital of Culture.   Bulgaria: 
Young People Battle Corruption - For the past year, many Bulgarians have been calling upon their 
government to resign, and urging an end to nepotism and corruption. The "children of the transition", as 
they call themselves, are determined to continue their activism. They are urging young people who are 
considering emigration to stay and seek change. The student-led protests have wide support from the 
many Bulgarians who say their political elite are hopelessly corrupt and the economy is run by a clan of 
oligarchs. The controversial coalition government of Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski has faced three 
votes of no-confidence in just five months.    Switzerland: Will Luxury Tourism Destroy the Alps? - An 
Egyptian investor plans to open the largest ski resort in the Alps in the sleepy town of Andermatt. Time 
seems to have stood still in Andermatt. But that may soon be a distant memory. Several months ago, an 
ultramodern luxury hotel opened there. And if Egyptian investor Samih Sawiris has his way, it will soon 
be joined by scores of similar hotels and vacation apartments. Sawiris launched his plan after he bought 
land vacated by the Swiss army, which for decades had been the mainstay of the local economy. Many 
in Andermatt are hoping that the town will one day rival Davos or St Moritz for Alpine glamour. But not 
everyone here shares that vision of the future.   Spain: Madrid's Clean Sweep - Madrid's street 
performers are facing a new challenge. A new noise reduction law pushed through by the mayor now 
requires them to pass an audition to obtain a permit. According to the city, one-third of the musicians 
didn't pass muster at the auditions. Those that did also have to follow new rules, including remaining at 
least 75 meters away from other buskers. Madrid's mayor, Ana Botella, has also called for a ban on 
downtown protests. She has been sharply criticized for these moves and some even say she is more 
repressive than General Franco. 
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Italy: The Fallen Bank - Monte dei Paschi di Siena is the world's oldest bank, and it is on the verge of 
collapse. This development has plunged Siena into crisis. For more than 500 years, Monte dei Paschi 
presided over the city. For generations, the venerable bank helped fund charities and civic works, 
including the famed Palio horse races. In 2012 it was revealed that the bank had strained its finances 
past their limit and had been concealing major losses totaling 20 billion Euros. Now the city, which had a 
major stake in the foundation that was the bank's main shareholder, is facing possible bankruptcy. And 
it fears that the scandal may harm Siena's chances to be a 2019 European Capital of Culture.   Bulgaria: 
Young People Battle Corruption - For the past year, many Bulgarians have been calling upon their 
government to resign, and urging an end to nepotism and corruption. The "children of the transition", as 
they call themselves, are determined to continue their activism. They are urging young people who are 
considering emigration to stay and seek change. The student-led protests have wide support from the 
many Bulgarians who say their political elite are hopelessly corrupt and the economy is run by a clan of 
oligarchs. The controversial coalition government of Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski has faced three 
votes of no-confidence in just five months.    Switzerland: Will Luxury Tourism Destroy the Alps? - An 
Egyptian investor plans to open the largest ski resort in the Alps in the sleepy town of Andermatt. Time 
seems to have stood still in Andermatt. But that may soon be a distant memory. Several months ago, an 
ultramodern luxury hotel opened there. And if Egyptian investor Samih Sawiris has his way, it will soon 
be joined by scores of similar hotels and vacation apartments. Sawiris launched his plan after he bought 
land vacated by the Swiss army, which for decades had been the mainstay of the local economy. Many 
in Andermatt are hoping that the town will one day rival Davos or St Moritz for Alpine glamour. But not 
everyone here shares that vision of the future.   Spain: Madrid's Clean Sweep - Madrid's street 
performers are facing a new challenge. A new noise reduction law pushed through by the mayor now 
requires them to pass an audition to obtain a permit. According to the city, one-third of the musicians 
didn't pass muster at the auditions. Those that did also have to follow new rules, including remaining at 
least 75 meters away from other buskers. Madrid's mayor, Ana Botella, has also called for a ban on 
downtown protests. She has been sharply criticized for these moves and some even say she is more 
repressive than General Franco. 
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Italy: The Fallen Bank - Monte dei Paschi di Siena is the world's oldest bank, and it is on the verge of 
collapse. This development has plunged Siena into crisis. For more than 500 years, Monte dei Paschi 
presided over the city. For generations, the venerable bank helped fund charities and civic works, 
including the famed Palio horse races. In 2012 it was revealed that the bank had strained its finances 
past their limit and had been concealing major losses totaling 20 billion Euros. Now the city, which had a 



major stake in the foundation that was the bank's main shareholder, is facing possible bankruptcy. And 
it fears that the scandal may harm Siena's chances to be a 2019 European Capital of Culture.   Bulgaria: 
Young People Battle Corruption - For the past year, many Bulgarians have been calling upon their 
government to resign, and urging an end to nepotism and corruption. The "children of the transition", as 
they call themselves, are determined to continue their activism. They are urging young people who are 
considering emigration to stay and seek change. The student-led protests have wide support from the 
many Bulgarians who say their political elite are hopelessly corrupt and the economy is run by a clan of 
oligarchs. The controversial coalition government of Prime Minister Plamen Oresharski has faced three 
votes of no-confidence in just five months.    Switzerland: Will Luxury Tourism Destroy the Alps? - An 
Egyptian investor plans to open the largest ski resort in the Alps in the sleepy town of Andermatt. Time 
seems to have stood still in Andermatt. But that may soon be a distant memory. Several months ago, an 
ultramodern luxury hotel opened there. And if Egyptian investor Samih Sawiris has his way, it will soon 
be joined by scores of similar hotels and vacation apartments. Sawiris launched his plan after he bought 
land vacated by the Swiss army, which for decades had been the mainstay of the local economy. Many 
in Andermatt are hoping that the town will one day rival Davos or St Moritz for Alpine glamour. But not 
everyone here shares that vision of the future.   Spain: Madrid's Clean Sweep - Madrid's street 
performers are facing a new challenge. A new noise reduction law pushed through by the mayor now 
requires them to pass an audition to obtain a permit. According to the city, one-third of the musicians 
didn't pass muster at the auditions. Those that did also have to follow new rules, including remaining at 
least 75 meters away from other buskers. Madrid's mayor, Ana Botella, has also called for a ban on 
downtown protests. She has been sharply criticized for these moves and some even say she is more 
repressive than General Franco. 
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France: The Chinese Cemetery - Tens of thousands of Chinese laborers supported Allied forces in World 
War One. A cemetery in northern France is a memorial to their fates. The French and British armies 
recruited millions during World War One. Among those recruits were around 140 thousand Chinese. 
They were laborers who helped build railway lines or worked in ports and munitions factories in France 
and Belgium. Conditions were miserable and many died. The largest Chinese cemetery has 841 graves. It 
is located in Noyelles-sur-Mer, not far from Abbeville. Once a year, Chinese from all over Paris visit the 
site.   Germany: Lead in Game - Most hunters in Germany cling stubbornly to their lead ammunition 
even though studies show the toxic heavy metal harms predator and prey alike. In other European 
countries with a hunting tradition, such as Britain or Sweden, using lead ammunition has long been 
illegal. In Germany, however, it's estimated that as much as nine thousand tons are fired in German 
forests annually. Each year environmentalists say that birds of prey in particular are threatened with 
lead poisoning when they consume the remains of animals that have been shot. And people are said to 
be at risk from lead a well.   Estonia: Longing for Russia - The city of Narva, on the outer frontier of the 



European Union, is falling to bits. The decay has led more and more residents to consider 
rapprochement with Russia. More than ninety percent of Narva's residents are Russian. Since Estonia 
joined the EU in 2003, they've suffered more and more economically. A few years ago, a former tailoring 
collective went broke; ending any hope of affluence in what was once a working industrial town. Today 
Narva is dirt poor. If anyone, anywhere in Europe is longing for the "good old Soviet days," it would be 
here on Estonia's eastern frontier.   Portugal: Plagued by Plastic - The Portuguese have a dubious claim 
to fame - their country is known as the "plastic bag" capital of Europe. Every minute, thousands of 
plastic bags are toted out of shopping centers. Portugal adopted western European consumption habits 
and the throw-away mentality when it joined the European Union. Now every Portuguese uses around 
500 plastic tote bags a year, adding their contribution to the EU total of eight billion. That was reason 
enough for a video maker to poke fun at this aspect of Portuguese lifestyle. 
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France: The Chinese Cemetery - Tens of thousands of Chinese laborers supported Allied forces in World 
War One. A cemetery in northern France is a memorial to their fates. The French and British armies 
recruited millions during World War One. Among those recruits were around 140 thousand Chinese. 
They were laborers who helped build railway lines or worked in ports and munitions factories in France 
and Belgium. Conditions were miserable and many died. The largest Chinese cemetery has 841 graves. It 
is located in Noyelles-sur-Mer, not far from Abbeville. Once a year, Chinese from all over Paris visit the 
site.   Germany: Lead in Game - Most hunters in Germany cling stubbornly to their lead ammunition 
even though studies show the toxic heavy metal harms predator and prey alike. In other European 
countries with a hunting tradition, such as Britain or Sweden, using lead ammunition has long been 
illegal. In Germany, however, it's estimated that as much as nine thousand tons are fired in German 
forests annually. Each year environmentalists say that birds of prey in particular are threatened with 
lead poisoning when they consume the remains of animals that have been shot. And people are said to 
be at risk from lead a well.   Estonia: Longing for Russia - The city of Narva, on the outer frontier of the 
European Union, is falling to bits. The decay has led more and more residents to consider 
rapprochement with Russia. More than ninety percent of Narva's residents are Russian. Since Estonia 
joined the EU in 2003, they've suffered more and more economically. A few years ago, a former tailoring 
collective went broke; ending any hope of affluence in what was once a working industrial town. Today 
Narva is dirt poor. If anyone, anywhere in Europe is longing for the "good old Soviet days," it would be 
here on Estonia's eastern frontier.   Portugal: Plagued by Plastic - The Portuguese have a dubious claim 
to fame - their country is known as the "plastic bag" capital of Europe. Every minute, thousands of 
plastic bags are toted out of shopping centers. Portugal adopted western European consumption habits 
and the throw-away mentality when it joined the European Union. Now every Portuguese uses around 
500 plastic tote bags a year, adding their contribution to the EU total of eight billion. That was reason 
enough for a video maker to poke fun at this aspect of Portuguese lifestyle. 
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France: The Chinese Cemetery - Tens of thousands of Chinese laborers supported Allied forces in World 
War One. A cemetery in northern France is a memorial to their fates. The French and British armies 
recruited millions during World War One. Among those recruits were around 140 thousand Chinese. 
They were laborers who helped build railway lines or worked in ports and munitions factories in France 
and Belgium. Conditions were miserable and many died. The largest Chinese cemetery has 841 graves. It 
is located in Noyelles-sur-Mer, not far from Abbeville. Once a year, Chinese from all over Paris visit the 
site.   Germany: Lead in Game - Most hunters in Germany cling stubbornly to their lead ammunition 
even though studies show the toxic heavy metal harms predator and prey alike. In other European 
countries with a hunting tradition, such as Britain or Sweden, using lead ammunition has long been 
illegal. In Germany, however, it's estimated that as much as nine thousand tons are fired in German 
forests annually. Each year environmentalists say that birds of prey in particular are threatened with 
lead poisoning when they consume the remains of animals that have been shot. And people are said to 
be at risk from lead a well.   Estonia: Longing for Russia - The city of Narva, on the outer frontier of the 
European Union, is falling to bits. The decay has led more and more residents to consider 
rapprochement with Russia. More than ninety percent of Narva's residents are Russian. Since Estonia 
joined the EU in 2003, they've suffered more and more economically. A few years ago, a former tailoring 
collective went broke; ending any hope of affluence in what was once a working industrial town. Today 
Narva is dirt poor. If anyone, anywhere in Europe is longing for the "good old Soviet days," it would be 
here on Estonia's eastern frontier.   Portugal: Plagued by Plastic - The Portuguese have a dubious claim 
to fame - their country is known as the "plastic bag" capital of Europe. Every minute, thousands of 
plastic bags are toted out of shopping centers. Portugal adopted western European consumption habits 
and the throw-away mentality when it joined the European Union. Now every Portuguese uses around 
500 plastic tote bags a year, adding their contribution to the EU total of eight billion. That was reason 
enough for a video maker to poke fun at this aspect of Portuguese lifestyle. 
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France: The Chinese Cemetery - Tens of thousands of Chinese laborers supported Allied forces in World 
War One. A cemetery in northern France is a memorial to their fates. The French and British armies 
recruited millions during World War One. Among those recruits were around 140 thousand Chinese. 
They were laborers who helped build railway lines or worked in ports and munitions factories in France 
and Belgium. Conditions were miserable and many died. The largest Chinese cemetery has 841 graves. It 
is located in Noyelles-sur-Mer, not far from Abbeville. Once a year, Chinese from all over Paris visit the 
site.   Germany: Lead in Game - Most hunters in Germany cling stubbornly to their lead ammunition 
even though studies show the toxic heavy metal harms predator and prey alike. In other European 
countries with a hunting tradition, such as Britain or Sweden, using lead ammunition has long been 
illegal. In Germany, however, it's estimated that as much as nine thousand tons are fired in German 
forests annually. Each year environmentalists say that birds of prey in particular are threatened with 
lead poisoning when they consume the remains of animals that have been shot. And people are said to 
be at risk from lead a well.   Estonia: Longing for Russia - The city of Narva, on the outer frontier of the 
European Union, is falling to bits. The decay has led more and more residents to consider 
rapprochement with Russia. More than ninety percent of Narva's residents are Russian. Since Estonia 
joined the EU in 2003, they've suffered more and more economically. A few years ago, a former tailoring 
collective went broke; ending any hope of affluence in what was once a working industrial town. Today 
Narva is dirt poor. If anyone, anywhere in Europe is longing for the "good old Soviet days," it would be 
here on Estonia's eastern frontier.   Portugal: Plagued by Plastic - The Portuguese have a dubious claim 
to fame - their country is known as the "plastic bag" capital of Europe. Every minute, thousands of 
plastic bags are toted out of shopping centers. Portugal adopted western European consumption habits 
and the throw-away mentality when it joined the European Union. Now every Portuguese uses around 
500 plastic tote bags a year, adding their contribution to the EU total of eight billion. That was reason 
enough for a video maker to poke fun at this aspect of Portuguese lifestyle. 
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France: The Chinese Cemetery - Tens of thousands of Chinese laborers supported Allied forces in World 
War One. A cemetery in northern France is a memorial to their fates. The French and British armies 
recruited millions during World War One. Among those recruits were around 140 thousand Chinese. 
They were laborers who helped build railway lines or worked in ports and munitions factories in France 
and Belgium. Conditions were miserable and many died. The largest Chinese cemetery has 841 graves. It 
is located in Noyelles-sur-Mer, not far from Abbeville. Once a year, Chinese from all over Paris visit the 
site.   Germany: Lead in Game - Most hunters in Germany cling stubbornly to their lead ammunition 
even though studies show the toxic heavy metal harms predator and prey alike. In other European 
countries with a hunting tradition, such as Britain or Sweden, using lead ammunition has long been 



illegal. In Germany, however, it's estimated that as much as nine thousand tons are fired in German 
forests annually. Each year environmentalists say that birds of prey in particular are threatened with 
lead poisoning when they consume the remains of animals that have been shot. And people are said to 
be at risk from lead a well.   Estonia: Longing for Russia - The city of Narva, on the outer frontier of the 
European Union, is falling to bits. The decay has led more and more residents to consider 
rapprochement with Russia. More than ninety percent of Narva's residents are Russian. Since Estonia 
joined the EU in 2003, they've suffered more and more economically. A few years ago, a former tailoring 
collective went broke; ending any hope of affluence in what was once a working industrial town. Today 
Narva is dirt poor. If anyone, anywhere in Europe is longing for the "good old Soviet days," it would be 
here on Estonia's eastern frontier.   Portugal: Plagued by Plastic - The Portuguese have a dubious claim 
to fame - their country is known as the "plastic bag" capital of Europe. Every minute, thousands of 
plastic bags are toted out of shopping centers. Portugal adopted western European consumption habits 
and the throw-away mentality when it joined the European Union. Now every Portuguese uses around 
500 plastic tote bags a year, adding their contribution to the EU total of eight billion. That was reason 
enough for a video maker to poke fun at this aspect of Portuguese lifestyle. 
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Moldova: Tug-of-War over Europe's Poorest Country - The political conflict over Ukraine is also 
threatening to spill over into Moldova. Russia and Romania are already currying favor with the country's 
citizens. Like in Ukraine, opinion is split in the former Soviet country. While many Moldovans want to 
see closer relations with the European Union, others feel an affinity to Russia. Until now Russia has been 
the only country Moldovans could travel to without a visa. The EU recently decided to lift certain visa 
restrictions, however. Next-door Romania, meanwhile, wants to go a step further and secure unification 
with Moldova; EU passports are already being issued to Moldovan citizens with Romanian roots.   
France: The Resurgence of Anti-Semitism - France is home to 600,000 Jews. The number of that 
population leaving the country has doubled. With many feeling that anti-Semitism has become socially 
acceptable, the number of Jews leaving France for good in 2014 is expected to reach 5,000. Most of 
them will be headed for Israel. The country has seen a rise in anti-Semitic attacks, and over half of the 
community feels under threat. According to a survey for the EU, 46% of French Jews are considering 
emigrating.   Spain: The Deadly Fence of Melilla - Following the massive influx of refugees to the Italian 
island of Lampedusa, the Spanish enclave of Melilla is also coming under growing pressure. The Spanish 
territory of Melilla on the coast of North Africa, has been facing waves of refugees in recent weeks. Most 
come from countries such as Cameroon or the Ivory Coast. After evading Moroccan and Spanish police 
they have to scale fences up to seven meters high to reach Melilla. Their ultimate destination is 
mainland Europe - but they are not exactly welcome in Spain, which serves as a transit country.   Austria: 
The Young Foreign Minister - Sebastian Kurz is the youngest foreign minister in the European Union. 
Austria's highest-ranking diplomat was 27 when appointed. The Austrian foreign minister is used to 



criticism on account of his age. He was 25 and still a law student when he became undersecretary for 
integration. Kurz has ambitious plans for his time in office. He wants to see Austria assuming an active 
mediator role in the Ukraine conflict, and reassessing its development policy. Further plans include 
improved cooperation with the western Balkans, all while representing his country's interests on the 
diplomatic stage. 
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Moldova: Tug-of-War over Europe's Poorest Country - The political conflict over Ukraine is also 
threatening to spill over into Moldova. Russia and Romania are already currying favor with the country's 
citizens. Like in Ukraine, opinion is split in the former Soviet country. While many Moldovans want to 
see closer relations with the European Union, others feel an affinity to Russia. Until now Russia has been 
the only country Moldovans could travel to without a visa. The EU recently decided to lift certain visa 
restrictions, however. Next-door Romania, meanwhile, wants to go a step further and secure unification 
with Moldova; EU passports are already being issued to Moldovan citizens with Romanian roots.   
France: The Resurgence of Anti-Semitism - France is home to 600,000 Jews. The number of that 
population leaving the country has doubled. With many feeling that anti-Semitism has become socially 
acceptable, the number of Jews leaving France for good in 2014 is expected to reach 5,000. Most of 
them will be headed for Israel. The country has seen a rise in anti-Semitic attacks, and over half of the 
community feels under threat. According to a survey for the EU, 46% of French Jews are considering 
emigrating.   Spain: The Deadly Fence of Melilla - Following the massive influx of refugees to the Italian 
island of Lampedusa, the Spanish enclave of Melilla is also coming under growing pressure. The Spanish 
territory of Melilla on the coast of North Africa, has been facing waves of refugees in recent weeks. Most 
come from countries such as Cameroon or the Ivory Coast. After evading Moroccan and Spanish police 
they have to scale fences up to seven meters high to reach Melilla. Their ultimate destination is 
mainland Europe - but they are not exactly welcome in Spain, which serves as a transit country.   Austria: 
The Young Foreign Minister - Sebastian Kurz is the youngest foreign minister in the European Union. 
Austria's highest-ranking diplomat was 27 when appointed. The Austrian foreign minister is used to 
criticism on account of his age. He was 25 and still a law student when he became undersecretary for 
integration. Kurz has ambitious plans for his time in office. He wants to see Austria assuming an active 
mediator role in the Ukraine conflict, and reassessing its development policy. Further plans include 
improved cooperation with the western Balkans, all while representing his country's interests on the 
diplomatic stage. 
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Moldova: Tug-of-War over Europe's Poorest Country - The political conflict over Ukraine is also 
threatening to spill over into Moldova. Russia and Romania are already currying favor with the country's 
citizens. Like in Ukraine, opinion is split in the former Soviet country. While many Moldovans want to 
see closer relations with the European Union, others feel an affinity to Russia. Until now Russia has been 
the only country Moldovans could travel to without a visa. The EU recently decided to lift certain visa 
restrictions, however. Next-door Romania, meanwhile, wants to go a step further and secure unification 
with Moldova; EU passports are already being issued to Moldovan citizens with Romanian roots.   
France: The Resurgence of Anti-Semitism - France is home to 600,000 Jews. The number of that 
population leaving the country has doubled. With many feeling that anti-Semitism has become socially 
acceptable, the number of Jews leaving France for good in 2014 is expected to reach 5,000. Most of 
them will be headed for Israel. The country has seen a rise in anti-Semitic attacks, and over half of the 
community feels under threat. According to a survey for the EU, 46% of French Jews are considering 
emigrating.   Spain: The Deadly Fence of Melilla - Following the massive influx of refugees to the Italian 
island of Lampedusa, the Spanish enclave of Melilla is also coming under growing pressure. The Spanish 
territory of Melilla on the coast of North Africa, has been facing waves of refugees in recent weeks. Most 
come from countries such as Cameroon or the Ivory Coast. After evading Moroccan and Spanish police 
they have to scale fences up to seven meters high to reach Melilla. Their ultimate destination is 
mainland Europe - but they are not exactly welcome in Spain, which serves as a transit country.   Austria: 
The Young Foreign Minister - Sebastian Kurz is the youngest foreign minister in the European Union. 
Austria's highest-ranking diplomat was 27 when appointed. The Austrian foreign minister is used to 
criticism on account of his age. He was 25 and still a law student when he became undersecretary for 
integration. Kurz has ambitious plans for his time in office. He wants to see Austria assuming an active 
mediator role in the Ukraine conflict, and reassessing its development policy. Further plans include 
improved cooperation with the western Balkans, all while representing his country's interests on the 
diplomatic stage. 
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Moldova: Tug-of-War over Europe's Poorest Country - The political conflict over Ukraine is also 
threatening to spill over into Moldova. Russia and Romania are already currying favor with the country's 



citizens. Like in Ukraine, opinion is split in the former Soviet country. While many Moldovans want to 
see closer relations with the European Union, others feel an affinity to Russia. Until now Russia has been 
the only country Moldovans could travel to without a visa. The EU recently decided to lift certain visa 
restrictions, however. Next-door Romania, meanwhile, wants to go a step further and secure unification 
with Moldova; EU passports are already being issued to Moldovan citizens with Romanian roots.   
France: The Resurgence of Anti-Semitism - France is home to 600,000 Jews. The number of that 
population leaving the country has doubled. With many feeling that anti-Semitism has become socially 
acceptable, the number of Jews leaving France for good in 2014 is expected to reach 5,000. Most of 
them will be headed for Israel. The country has seen a rise in anti-Semitic attacks, and over half of the 
community feels under threat. According to a survey for the EU, 46% of French Jews are considering 
emigrating.   Spain: The Deadly Fence of Melilla - Following the massive influx of refugees to the Italian 
island of Lampedusa, the Spanish enclave of Melilla is also coming under growing pressure. The Spanish 
territory of Melilla on the coast of North Africa, has been facing waves of refugees in recent weeks. Most 
come from countries such as Cameroon or the Ivory Coast. After evading Moroccan and Spanish police 
they have to scale fences up to seven meters high to reach Melilla. Their ultimate destination is 
mainland Europe - but they are not exactly welcome in Spain, which serves as a transit country.   Austria: 
The Young Foreign Minister - Sebastian Kurz is the youngest foreign minister in the European Union. 
Austria's highest-ranking diplomat was 27 when appointed. The Austrian foreign minister is used to 
criticism on account of his age. He was 25 and still a law student when he became undersecretary for 
integration. Kurz has ambitious plans for his time in office. He wants to see Austria assuming an active 
mediator role in the Ukraine conflict, and reassessing its development policy. Further plans include 
improved cooperation with the western Balkans, all while representing his country's interests on the 
diplomatic stage. 
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Moldova: Tug-of-War over Europe's Poorest Country - The political conflict over Ukraine is also 
threatening to spill over into Moldova. Russia and Romania are already currying favor with the country's 
citizens. Like in Ukraine, opinion is split in the former Soviet country. While many Moldovans want to 
see closer relations with the European Union, others feel an affinity to Russia. Until now Russia has been 
the only country Moldovans could travel to without a visa. The EU recently decided to lift certain visa 
restrictions, however. Next-door Romania, meanwhile, wants to go a step further and secure unification 
with Moldova; EU passports are already being issued to Moldovan citizens with Romanian roots.   
France: The Resurgence of Anti-Semitism - France is home to 600,000 Jews. The number of that 
population leaving the country has doubled. With many feeling that anti-Semitism has become socially 
acceptable, the number of Jews leaving France for good in 2014 is expected to reach 5,000. Most of 
them will be headed for Israel. The country has seen a rise in anti-Semitic attacks, and over half of the 
community feels under threat. According to a survey for the EU, 46% of French Jews are considering 



emigrating.   Spain: The Deadly Fence of Melilla - Following the massive influx of refugees to the Italian 
island of Lampedusa, the Spanish enclave of Melilla is also coming under growing pressure. The Spanish 
territory of Melilla on the coast of North Africa, has been facing waves of refugees in recent weeks. Most 
come from countries such as Cameroon or the Ivory Coast. After evading Moroccan and Spanish police 
they have to scale fences up to seven meters high to reach Melilla. Their ultimate destination is 
mainland Europe - but they are not exactly welcome in Spain, which serves as a transit country.   Austria: 
The Young Foreign Minister - Sebastian Kurz is the youngest foreign minister in the European Union. 
Austria's highest-ranking diplomat was 27 when appointed. The Austrian foreign minister is used to 
criticism on account of his age. He was 25 and still a law student when he became undersecretary for 
integration. Kurz has ambitious plans for his time in office. He wants to see Austria assuming an active 
mediator role in the Ukraine conflict, and reassessing its development policy. Further plans include 
improved cooperation with the western Balkans, all while representing his country's interests on the 
diplomatic stage. 
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Ukraine/Netherlands: Dispute over Ancient Gold - After the political and military upheaval over Crimea, 
the peninsula's cultural heritage is also at stake. The first bone of contention is an exhibition in the 
Netherlands. It's called the Golden Peninsula in the Black Sea. Viewed historically, Crimea is a fascinating 
place. For millennia, it was home to nomadic tribes such as the Scythians. They left behind valuable gold 
artifacts, which are currently on show in a large exhibition in Amsterdam. The gold treasure actually 
belongs to four Crimean museums, but since the peninsula's annexation by Russia, the question has 
arisen: to whom should the gold artifacts be returned - Ukraine or Crimea - or should they remain in 
Amsterdam?   Slovakia: Overcrowded Schools - In eastern Slovakia, the number of school pupils is rising 
so dramatically that classes are being taught in two shifts. Most of the pupils belong to the country's 
Roma minority. It's financial need that is driving many Roma families in Slovakia to send their children to 
school regularly. At the beginning of March, the government drastically cut its welfare and family benefit 
payments. The measures have hit Roma families with many children especially hard. Scarcely any of 
them have secure paid jobs, and many of them depend on allowances for school children. But the 
government pays that only to socially disadvantaged families whose children actually attend school.   
Spain: Protests against Abortion Law - Spain's governing party is tightening restrictions on women's 
rights to abortion. The new law is fiercely disputed, because it virtually amounts to an abortion ban. For 
many women, Spain's current abortion law was an important step on the road to emancipation. Until 
now, women could decide freely whether or not to have an abortion during the first fourteen weeks of 
pregnancy. That's the case in most European countries. But in future, abortions would be allowed only 
in cases of rape or severe fetal abnormality. Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy's conservative Partido 
Popular, or Popular Party, says that in scaling back the right to abortion, it's fulfilling one of its election 
promises.   Italy: Venetian Separatists - They're demanding the independence of the Veneto region from 



the rest of Italy, and increasingly using violence: the radical separatists from the group known as "The 
Alliance." The Veneto is one of Italy's wealthiest regions. But since the economic crisis, many people 
there are angry that their money is being spent to help the poorer south of the country. That's grist to 
the mill for the separatists, who are becoming increasingly radical. Recently the Italian police broke up a 
group which had acquired weapons from the Albanian mafia and planned to declare Venetian 
independence on St. Mark's Square. 
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Ukraine/Netherlands: Dispute over Ancient Gold - After the political and military upheaval over Crimea, 
the peninsula's cultural heritage is also at stake. The first bone of contention is an exhibition in the 
Netherlands. It's called the Golden Peninsula in the Black Sea. Viewed historically, Crimea is a fascinating 
place. For millennia, it was home to nomadic tribes such as the Scythians. They left behind valuable gold 
artifacts, which are currently on show in a large exhibition in Amsterdam. The gold treasure actually 
belongs to four Crimean museums, but since the peninsula's annexation by Russia, the question has 
arisen: to whom should the gold artifacts be returned - Ukraine or Crimea - or should they remain in 
Amsterdam?   Slovakia: Overcrowded Schools - In eastern Slovakia, the number of school pupils is rising 
so dramatically that classes are being taught in two shifts. Most of the pupils belong to the country's 
Roma minority. It's financial need that is driving many Roma families in Slovakia to send their children to 
school regularly. At the beginning of March, the government drastically cut its welfare and family benefit 
payments. The measures have hit Roma families with many children especially hard. Scarcely any of 
them have secure paid jobs, and many of them depend on allowances for school children. But the 
government pays that only to socially disadvantaged families whose children actually attend school.   
Spain: Protests against Abortion Law - Spain's governing party is tightening restrictions on women's 
rights to abortion. The new law is fiercely disputed, because it virtually amounts to an abortion ban. For 
many women, Spain's current abortion law was an important step on the road to emancipation. Until 
now, women could decide freely whether or not to have an abortion during the first fourteen weeks of 
pregnancy. That's the case in most European countries. But in future, abortions would be allowed only 
in cases of rape or severe fetal abnormality. Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy's conservative Partido 
Popular, or Popular Party, says that in scaling back the right to abortion, it's fulfilling one of its election 
promises.   Italy: Venetian Separatists - They're demanding the independence of the Veneto region from 
the rest of Italy, and increasingly using violence: the radical separatists from the group known as "The 
Alliance." The Veneto is one of Italy's wealthiest regions. But since the economic crisis, many people 
there are angry that their money is being spent to help the poorer south of the country. That's grist to 
the mill for the separatists, who are becoming increasingly radical. Recently the Italian police broke up a 
group which had acquired weapons from the Albanian mafia and planned to declare Venetian 
independence on St. Mark's Square. 
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Ukraine/Netherlands: Dispute over Ancient Gold - After the political and military upheaval over Crimea, 
the peninsula's cultural heritage is also at stake. The first bone of contention is an exhibition in the 
Netherlands. It's called the Golden Peninsula in the Black Sea. Viewed historically, Crimea is a fascinating 
place. For millennia, it was home to nomadic tribes such as the Scythians. They left behind valuable gold 
artifacts, which are currently on show in a large exhibition in Amsterdam. The gold treasure actually 
belongs to four Crimean museums, but since the peninsula's annexation by Russia, the question has 
arisen: to whom should the gold artifacts be returned - Ukraine or Crimea - or should they remain in 
Amsterdam?   Slovakia: Overcrowded Schools - In eastern Slovakia, the number of school pupils is rising 
so dramatically that classes are being taught in two shifts. Most of the pupils belong to the country's 
Roma minority. It's financial need that is driving many Roma families in Slovakia to send their children to 
school regularly. At the beginning of March, the government drastically cut its welfare and family benefit 
payments. The measures have hit Roma families with many children especially hard. Scarcely any of 
them have secure paid jobs, and many of them depend on allowances for school children. But the 
government pays that only to socially disadvantaged families whose children actually attend school.   
Spain: Protests against Abortion Law - Spain's governing party is tightening restrictions on women's 
rights to abortion. The new law is fiercely disputed, because it virtually amounts to an abortion ban. For 
many women, Spain's current abortion law was an important step on the road to emancipation. Until 
now, women could decide freely whether or not to have an abortion during the first fourteen weeks of 
pregnancy. That's the case in most European countries. But in future, abortions would be allowed only 
in cases of rape or severe fetal abnormality. Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy's conservative Partido 
Popular, or Popular Party, says that in scaling back the right to abortion, it's fulfilling one of its election 
promises.   Italy: Venetian Separatists - They're demanding the independence of the Veneto region from 
the rest of Italy, and increasingly using violence: the radical separatists from the group known as "The 
Alliance." The Veneto is one of Italy's wealthiest regions. But since the economic crisis, many people 
there are angry that their money is being spent to help the poorer south of the country. That's grist to 
the mill for the separatists, who are becoming increasingly radical. Recently the Italian police broke up a 
group which had acquired weapons from the Albanian mafia and planned to declare Venetian 
independence on St. Mark's Square. 
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Ukraine/Netherlands: Dispute over Ancient Gold - After the political and military upheaval over Crimea, 
the peninsula's cultural heritage is also at stake. The first bone of contention is an exhibition in the 
Netherlands. It's called the Golden Peninsula in the Black Sea. Viewed historically, Crimea is a fascinating 
place. For millennia, it was home to nomadic tribes such as the Scythians. They left behind valuable gold 
artifacts, which are currently on show in a large exhibition in Amsterdam. The gold treasure actually 
belongs to four Crimean museums, but since the peninsula's annexation by Russia, the question has 
arisen: to whom should the gold artifacts be returned - Ukraine or Crimea - or should they remain in 
Amsterdam?   Slovakia: Overcrowded Schools - In eastern Slovakia, the number of school pupils is rising 
so dramatically that classes are being taught in two shifts. Most of the pupils belong to the country's 
Roma minority. It's financial need that is driving many Roma families in Slovakia to send their children to 
school regularly. At the beginning of March, the government drastically cut its welfare and family benefit 
payments. The measures have hit Roma families with many children especially hard. Scarcely any of 
them have secure paid jobs, and many of them depend on allowances for school children. But the 
government pays that only to socially disadvantaged families whose children actually attend school.   
Spain: Protests against Abortion Law - Spain's governing party is tightening restrictions on women's 
rights to abortion. The new law is fiercely disputed, because it virtually amounts to an abortion ban. For 
many women, Spain's current abortion law was an important step on the road to emancipation. Until 
now, women could decide freely whether or not to have an abortion during the first fourteen weeks of 
pregnancy. That's the case in most European countries. But in future, abortions would be allowed only 
in cases of rape or severe fetal abnormality. Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy's conservative Partido 
Popular, or Popular Party, says that in scaling back the right to abortion, it's fulfilling one of its election 
promises.   Italy: Venetian Separatists - They're demanding the independence of the Veneto region from 
the rest of Italy, and increasingly using violence: the radical separatists from the group known as "The 
Alliance." The Veneto is one of Italy's wealthiest regions. But since the economic crisis, many people 
there are angry that their money is being spent to help the poorer south of the country. That's grist to 
the mill for the separatists, who are becoming increasingly radical. Recently the Italian police broke up a 
group which had acquired weapons from the Albanian mafia and planned to declare Venetian 
independence on St. Mark's Square. 
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Ukraine/Netherlands: Dispute over Ancient Gold - After the political and military upheaval over Crimea, 
the peninsula's cultural heritage is also at stake. The first bone of contention is an exhibition in the 



Netherlands. It's called the Golden Peninsula in the Black Sea. Viewed historically, Crimea is a fascinating 
place. For millennia, it was home to nomadic tribes such as the Scythians. They left behind valuable gold 
artifacts, which are currently on show in a large exhibition in Amsterdam. The gold treasure actually 
belongs to four Crimean museums, but since the peninsula's annexation by Russia, the question has 
arisen: to whom should the gold artifacts be returned - Ukraine or Crimea - or should they remain in 
Amsterdam?   Slovakia: Overcrowded Schools - In eastern Slovakia, the number of school pupils is rising 
so dramatically that classes are being taught in two shifts. Most of the pupils belong to the country's 
Roma minority. It's financial need that is driving many Roma families in Slovakia to send their children to 
school regularly. At the beginning of March, the government drastically cut its welfare and family benefit 
payments. The measures have hit Roma families with many children especially hard. Scarcely any of 
them have secure paid jobs, and many of them depend on allowances for school children. But the 
government pays that only to socially disadvantaged families whose children actually attend school.   
Spain: Protests against Abortion Law - Spain's governing party is tightening restrictions on women's 
rights to abortion. The new law is fiercely disputed, because it virtually amounts to an abortion ban. For 
many women, Spain's current abortion law was an important step on the road to emancipation. Until 
now, women could decide freely whether or not to have an abortion during the first fourteen weeks of 
pregnancy. That's the case in most European countries. But in future, abortions would be allowed only 
in cases of rape or severe fetal abnormality. Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy's conservative Partido 
Popular, or Popular Party, says that in scaling back the right to abortion, it's fulfilling one of its election 
promises.   Italy: Venetian Separatists - They're demanding the independence of the Veneto region from 
the rest of Italy, and increasingly using violence: the radical separatists from the group known as "The 
Alliance." The Veneto is one of Italy's wealthiest regions. But since the economic crisis, many people 
there are angry that their money is being spent to help the poorer south of the country. That's grist to 
the mill for the separatists, who are becoming increasingly radical. Recently the Italian police broke up a 
group which had acquired weapons from the Albanian mafia and planned to declare Venetian 
independence on St. Mark's Square. 
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A Difficult Vote in Ukraine - On May 25, Ukraine elect a new president. With eastern Ukraine on the 
brink of civil war, it's a difficult time to hold an election. Until recently, the eastern city of Kharkiv was 
taking a back seat to the crisis-torn region of Donetsk. But Kharkiv has moved into the spotlight since it 
hosted the second in a series of round table talks. Our reporter paid a visit to the city to find out how 
residents view the upcoming presidential election. How is Petro Poroshenko - the billionaire industrialist 
who stands a good chance of winning - faring there? How is the election commission preparing for the 
vote and what's the mood on the street? Our reporter also pays a visit to the embattled eastern city of 
Sloviansk, where the ballot may be derailed entirely.   European Elections: Opponents and Allies - 
Politically, the two main candidates for the president of the European Commission have a lot in 



common. But are there any differences? The two top candidates for the post of European Commission 
president are Jean-Claude Juncker from Luxemburg and Martin Schulz from Germany. As the campaign 
heats up, they head for France, a country that is grappling with many problems. Though it is Europe's 
second largest economy, debt is rising, the far right is gaining in strength, and the government is 
lurching from one crisis to the next.   The Young Political Candidates in Sweden and Slovenia - It's not 
just veteran politicians who are standing for European elections. The younger generation also wants to 
play a role in shaping Europe's future. Amelia Andersdotter is the chair of the European Pirate Party and 
has been serving as a Member of European Parliament since 2011. Now the internet expert from 
Sweden is campaigning for a second term in the European Parliament. Another young candidate is 
Nezika Pavlic from Slovenia. She has no experience in Strasbourg and Brussels, but is hoping to 
represent the conservative Slovenian People's Party.   Turkey: Prime Minster Under Siege - The worst 
mining disaster in Turkey's history has led to heightened criticism of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan. Prime Minister Erdogan has faced sharp criticism from some quarters for months now, but the 
mining disaster in Soma has brought anger to a boil. Many in Turkey are furious at their leader and 
blame him for the deadly blast. Together with the Gezi Park protests and recent corruption scandals, 
this public outrage has put Erdogan on the political defensive. It is a serious setback to his expected 
presidential candidacy in Turkey's August elections.   Britain: Happy Chickens - It may not solve the 
riddle of why the chicken crossed the road, but now they'll be a bit safer when they do it. Britain loves 
its chickens, and many people keep them as pets in their gardens. Now a company has come up with an 
idea to keep them a bit safer from motorists - high-visibility vests that come in two neon colors. There's 
even a model that includes a body warmer. 
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A Difficult Vote in Ukraine - On May 25, Ukraine elect a new president. With eastern Ukraine on the 
brink of civil war, it's a difficult time to hold an election. Until recently, the eastern city of Kharkiv was 
taking a back seat to the crisis-torn region of Donetsk. But Kharkiv has moved into the spotlight since it 
hosted the second in a series of round table talks. Our reporter paid a visit to the city to find out how 
residents view the upcoming presidential election. How is Petro Poroshenko - the billionaire industrialist 
who stands a good chance of winning - faring there? How is the election commission preparing for the 
vote and what's the mood on the street? Our reporter also pays a visit to the embattled eastern city of 
Sloviansk, where the ballot may be derailed entirely.   European Elections: Opponents and Allies - 
Politically, the two main candidates for the president of the European Commission have a lot in 
common. But are there any differences? The two top candidates for the post of European Commission 
president are Jean-Claude Juncker from Luxemburg and Martin Schulz from Germany. As the campaign 
heats up, they head for France, a country that is grappling with many problems. Though it is Europe's 
second largest economy, debt is rising, the far right is gaining in strength, and the government is 
lurching from one crisis to the next.   The Young Political Candidates in Sweden and Slovenia - It's not 



just veteran politicians who are standing for European elections. The younger generation also wants to 
play a role in shaping Europe's future. Amelia Andersdotter is the chair of the European Pirate Party and 
has been serving as a Member of European Parliament since 2011. Now the internet expert from 
Sweden is campaigning for a second term in the European Parliament. Another young candidate is 
Nezika Pavlic from Slovenia. She has no experience in Strasbourg and Brussels, but is hoping to 
represent the conservative Slovenian People's Party.   Turkey: Prime Minster Under Siege - The worst 
mining disaster in Turkey's history has led to heightened criticism of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan. Prime Minister Erdogan has faced sharp criticism from some quarters for months now, but the 
mining disaster in Soma has brought anger to a boil. Many in Turkey are furious at their leader and 
blame him for the deadly blast. Together with the Gezi Park protests and recent corruption scandals, 
this public outrage has put Erdogan on the political defensive. It is a serious setback to his expected 
presidential candidacy in Turkey's August elections.   Britain: Happy Chickens - It may not solve the 
riddle of why the chicken crossed the road, but now they'll be a bit safer when they do it. Britain loves 
its chickens, and many people keep them as pets in their gardens. Now a company has come up with an 
idea to keep them a bit safer from motorists - high-visibility vests that come in two neon colors. There's 
even a model that includes a body warmer. 
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A Difficult Vote in Ukraine - On May 25, Ukraine elect a new president. With eastern Ukraine on the 
brink of civil war, it's a difficult time to hold an election. Until recently, the eastern city of Kharkiv was 
taking a back seat to the crisis-torn region of Donetsk. But Kharkiv has moved into the spotlight since it 
hosted the second in a series of round table talks. Our reporter paid a visit to the city to find out how 
residents view the upcoming presidential election. How is Petro Poroshenko - the billionaire industrialist 
who stands a good chance of winning - faring there? How is the election commission preparing for the 
vote and what's the mood on the street? Our reporter also pays a visit to the embattled eastern city of 
Sloviansk, where the ballot may be derailed entirely.   European Elections: Opponents and Allies - 
Politically, the two main candidates for the president of the European Commission have a lot in 
common. But are there any differences? The two top candidates for the post of European Commission 
president are Jean-Claude Juncker from Luxemburg and Martin Schulz from Germany. As the campaign 
heats up, they head for France, a country that is grappling with many problems. Though it is Europe's 
second largest economy, debt is rising, the far right is gaining in strength, and the government is 
lurching from one crisis to the next.   The Young Political Candidates in Sweden and Slovenia - It's not 
just veteran politicians who are standing for European elections. The younger generation also wants to 
play a role in shaping Europe's future. Amelia Andersdotter is the chair of the European Pirate Party and 
has been serving as a Member of European Parliament since 2011. Now the internet expert from 
Sweden is campaigning for a second term in the European Parliament. Another young candidate is 
Nezika Pavlic from Slovenia. She has no experience in Strasbourg and Brussels, but is hoping to 



represent the conservative Slovenian People's Party.   Turkey: Prime Minster Under Siege - The worst 
mining disaster in Turkey's history has led to heightened criticism of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan. Prime Minister Erdogan has faced sharp criticism from some quarters for months now, but the 
mining disaster in Soma has brought anger to a boil. Many in Turkey are furious at their leader and 
blame him for the deadly blast. Together with the Gezi Park protests and recent corruption scandals, 
this public outrage has put Erdogan on the political defensive. It is a serious setback to his expected 
presidential candidacy in Turkey's August elections.   Britain: Happy Chickens - It may not solve the 
riddle of why the chicken crossed the road, but now they'll be a bit safer when they do it. Britain loves 
its chickens, and many people keep them as pets in their gardens. Now a company has come up with an 
idea to keep them a bit safer from motorists - high-visibility vests that come in two neon colors. There's 
even a model that includes a body warmer. 
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A Difficult Vote in Ukraine - On May 25, Ukraine elect a new president. With eastern Ukraine on the 
brink of civil war, it's a difficult time to hold an election. Until recently, the eastern city of Kharkiv was 
taking a back seat to the crisis-torn region of Donetsk. But Kharkiv has moved into the spotlight since it 
hosted the second in a series of round table talks. Our reporter paid a visit to the city to find out how 
residents view the upcoming presidential election. How is Petro Poroshenko - the billionaire industrialist 
who stands a good chance of winning - faring there? How is the election commission preparing for the 
vote and what's the mood on the street? Our reporter also pays a visit to the embattled eastern city of 
Sloviansk, where the ballot may be derailed entirely.   European Elections: Opponents and Allies - 
Politically, the two main candidates for the president of the European Commission have a lot in 
common. But are there any differences? The two top candidates for the post of European Commission 
president are Jean-Claude Juncker from Luxemburg and Martin Schulz from Germany. As the campaign 
heats up, they head for France, a country that is grappling with many problems. Though it is Europe's 
second largest economy, debt is rising, the far right is gaining in strength, and the government is 
lurching from one crisis to the next.   The Young Political Candidates in Sweden and Slovenia - It's not 
just veteran politicians who are standing for European elections. The younger generation also wants to 
play a role in shaping Europe's future. Amelia Andersdotter is the chair of the European Pirate Party and 
has been serving as a Member of European Parliament since 2011. Now the internet expert from 
Sweden is campaigning for a second term in the European Parliament. Another young candidate is 
Nezika Pavlic from Slovenia. She has no experience in Strasbourg and Brussels, but is hoping to 
represent the conservative Slovenian People's Party.   Turkey: Prime Minster Under Siege - The worst 
mining disaster in Turkey's history has led to heightened criticism of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan. Prime Minister Erdogan has faced sharp criticism from some quarters for months now, but the 
mining disaster in Soma has brought anger to a boil. Many in Turkey are furious at their leader and 
blame him for the deadly blast. Together with the Gezi Park protests and recent corruption scandals, 



this public outrage has put Erdogan on the political defensive. It is a serious setback to his expected 
presidential candidacy in Turkey's August elections.   Britain: Happy Chickens - It may not solve the 
riddle of why the chicken crossed the road, but now they'll be a bit safer when they do it. Britain loves 
its chickens, and many people keep them as pets in their gardens. Now a company has come up with an 
idea to keep them a bit safer from motorists - high-visibility vests that come in two neon colors. There's 
even a model that includes a body warmer. 
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A Difficult Vote in Ukraine - On May 25, Ukraine elect a new president. With eastern Ukraine on the 
brink of civil war, it's a difficult time to hold an election. Until recently, the eastern city of Kharkiv was 
taking a back seat to the crisis-torn region of Donetsk. But Kharkiv has moved into the spotlight since it 
hosted the second in a series of round table talks. Our reporter paid a visit to the city to find out how 
residents view the upcoming presidential election. How is Petro Poroshenko - the billionaire industrialist 
who stands a good chance of winning - faring there? How is the election commission preparing for the 
vote and what's the mood on the street? Our reporter also pays a visit to the embattled eastern city of 
Sloviansk, where the ballot may be derailed entirely.   European Elections: Opponents and Allies - 
Politically, the two main candidates for the president of the European Commission have a lot in 
common. But are there any differences? The two top candidates for the post of European Commission 
president are Jean-Claude Juncker from Luxemburg and Martin Schulz from Germany. As the campaign 
heats up, they head for France, a country that is grappling with many problems. Though it is Europe's 
second largest economy, debt is rising, the far right is gaining in strength, and the government is 
lurching from one crisis to the next.   The Young Political Candidates in Sweden and Slovenia - It's not 
just veteran politicians who are standing for European elections. The younger generation also wants to 
play a role in shaping Europe's future. Amelia Andersdotter is the chair of the European Pirate Party and 
has been serving as a Member of European Parliament since 2011. Now the internet expert from 
Sweden is campaigning for a second term in the European Parliament. Another young candidate is 
Nezika Pavlic from Slovenia. She has no experience in Strasbourg and Brussels, but is hoping to 
represent the conservative Slovenian People's Party.   Turkey: Prime Minster Under Siege - The worst 
mining disaster in Turkey's history has led to heightened criticism of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan. Prime Minister Erdogan has faced sharp criticism from some quarters for months now, but the 
mining disaster in Soma has brought anger to a boil. Many in Turkey are furious at their leader and 
blame him for the deadly blast. Together with the Gezi Park protests and recent corruption scandals, 
this public outrage has put Erdogan on the political defensive. It is a serious setback to his expected 
presidential candidacy in Turkey's August elections.   Britain: Happy Chickens - It may not solve the 
riddle of why the chicken crossed the road, but now they'll be a bit safer when they do it. Britain loves 
its chickens, and many people keep them as pets in their gardens. Now a company has come up with an 



idea to keep them a bit safer from motorists - high-visibility vests that come in two neon colors. There's 
even a model that includes a body warmer. 
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Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - At the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 
more years to rid the oceans of plastic waste. Every year, almost five million tons of plastic waste winds 
up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has declared war on marine 
pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen floating on the surface; most 
of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful deaths as a result. At the other 
end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could have on humans. Now fishermen 
from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets caught in their nets. The initiative is 
growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic each year.   EU Elections: Denmark 
Shifts to the Right - Europe has voted - and, in a few countries, far-right parties have grown stronger. 
Denmark is among the countries to see major gains for right-wing eurosceptic parties. The Danish 
People's Party (DF) won the largest share of the vote, beating the governing Social Democrats into 
second place. The results will give the party three of the country's 13 seats in the European Parliament. 
The DF has, however, ruled out an alliance with anti-EU parties, citing the right-wing Front National in 
France as too extremist.   Serbia: After the Floods - Last week's catastrophic floods in Serbia and Bosnia 
also brought with them new dangers: dredged up land-mines. These explosive relics from the Bosnian 
War of the 1990s, are creating extra dangers for rescue workers. Searching for land-mines is painstaking 
work, however, and the floods have dispersed them over large areas. Rescue crews already have enough 
to deal with, as much of Serbia and Bosnia's infrastructure has been destroyed and there's a real risk of 
landslides.   Romania: Small Farmers Feeling the Squeeze - In Romania the agricultural industry is 
conforming to EU norms. Factory farms are favored, while small-scale farmers lose out. Most farmers in 
Romania are small-scale producers with a small patch of land. Their production methods are inefficient, 
and EU law caters to intensive farming, so family farms lose out. Now they also have to adhere to EU-
wide hygiene standards, which are proving too expensive for many. As a result, some traditional foods -- 
including certain varieties of tomatoes and cheese -- could vanish from supermarket shelves.   France: 
Strife with Speculators - Real estate prices on the Mediterranean island of Corsica are extortionate. A 
little cottage can set you back 400,000. The Corsican authorities have passed a law requiring anyone 
who wants to buy a house there to have lived on the island for at least five years. The move is a 
response to people from mainland France and abroad buying up properties as holiday homes, causing 
prices to spiral. As a result, many Corsicans can no longer afford to buy property there. But now a few 
communities are fighting back, and threatening to enforce pre-emption rights -- including the village of 
Cuttoli near Ajaccio, the birthplace of Napoleon. 
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Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - At the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 
more years to rid the oceans of plastic waste. Every year, almost five million tons of plastic waste winds 
up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has declared war on marine 
pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen floating on the surface; most 
of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful deaths as a result. At the other 
end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could have on humans. Now fishermen 
from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets caught in their nets. The initiative is 
growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic each year.   EU Elections: Denmark 
Shifts to the Right - Europe has voted - and, in a few countries, far-right parties have grown stronger. 
Denmark is among the countries to see major gains for right-wing eurosceptic parties. The Danish 
People's Party (DF) won the largest share of the vote, beating the governing Social Democrats into 
second place. The results will give the party three of the country's 13 seats in the European Parliament. 
The DF has, however, ruled out an alliance with anti-EU parties, citing the right-wing Front National in 
France as too extremist.   Serbia: After the Floods - Last week's catastrophic floods in Serbia and Bosnia 
also brought with them new dangers: dredged up land-mines. These explosive relics from the Bosnian 
War of the 1990s, are creating extra dangers for rescue workers. Searching for land-mines is painstaking 
work, however, and the floods have dispersed them over large areas. Rescue crews already have enough 
to deal with, as much of Serbia and Bosnia's infrastructure has been destroyed and there's a real risk of 
landslides.   Romania: Small Farmers Feeling the Squeeze - In Romania the agricultural industry is 
conforming to EU norms. Factory farms are favored, while small-scale farmers lose out. Most farmers in 
Romania are small-scale producers with a small patch of land. Their production methods are inefficient, 
and EU law caters to intensive farming, so family farms lose out. Now they also have to adhere to EU-
wide hygiene standards, which are proving too expensive for many. As a result, some traditional foods -- 
including certain varieties of tomatoes and cheese -- could vanish from supermarket shelves.   France: 
Strife with Speculators - Real estate prices on the Mediterranean island of Corsica are extortionate. A 
little cottage can set you back 400,000. The Corsican authorities have passed a law requiring anyone 
who wants to buy a house there to have lived on the island for at least five years. The move is a 
response to people from mainland France and abroad buying up properties as holiday homes, causing 
prices to spiral. As a result, many Corsicans can no longer afford to buy property there. But now a few 
communities are fighting back, and threatening to enforce pre-emption rights -- including the village of 
Cuttoli near Ajaccio, the birthplace of Napoleon. 
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Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - At the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 
more years to rid the oceans of plastic waste. Every year, almost five million tons of plastic waste winds 
up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has declared war on marine 
pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen floating on the surface; most 
of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful deaths as a result. At the other 
end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could have on humans. Now fishermen 
from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets caught in their nets. The initiative is 
growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic each year.   EU Elections: Denmark 
Shifts to the Right - Europe has voted - and, in a few countries, far-right parties have grown stronger. 
Denmark is among the countries to see major gains for right-wing eurosceptic parties. The Danish 
People's Party (DF) won the largest share of the vote, beating the governing Social Democrats into 
second place. The results will give the party three of the country's 13 seats in the European Parliament. 
The DF has, however, ruled out an alliance with anti-EU parties, citing the right-wing Front National in 
France as too extremist.   Serbia: After the Floods - Last week's catastrophic floods in Serbia and Bosnia 
also brought with them new dangers: dredged up land-mines. These explosive relics from the Bosnian 
War of the 1990s, are creating extra dangers for rescue workers. Searching for land-mines is painstaking 
work, however, and the floods have dispersed them over large areas. Rescue crews already have enough 
to deal with, as much of Serbia and Bosnia's infrastructure has been destroyed and there's a real risk of 
landslides.   Romania: Small Farmers Feeling the Squeeze - In Romania the agricultural industry is 
conforming to EU norms. Factory farms are favored, while small-scale farmers lose out. Most farmers in 
Romania are small-scale producers with a small patch of land. Their production methods are inefficient, 
and EU law caters to intensive farming, so family farms lose out. Now they also have to adhere to EU-
wide hygiene standards, which are proving too expensive for many. As a result, some traditional foods -- 
including certain varieties of tomatoes and cheese -- could vanish from supermarket shelves.   France: 
Strife with Speculators - Real estate prices on the Mediterranean island of Corsica are extortionate. A 
little cottage can set you back 400,000. The Corsican authorities have passed a law requiring anyone 
who wants to buy a house there to have lived on the island for at least five years. The move is a 
response to people from mainland France and abroad buying up properties as holiday homes, causing 
prices to spiral. As a result, many Corsicans can no longer afford to buy property there. But now a few 
communities are fighting back, and threatening to enforce pre-emption rights -- including the village of 
Cuttoli near Ajaccio, the birthplace of Napoleon. 
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Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - At the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 
more years to rid the oceans of plastic waste. Every year, almost five million tons of plastic waste winds 
up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has declared war on marine 
pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen floating on the surface; most 
of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful deaths as a result. At the other 
end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could have on humans. Now fishermen 
from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets caught in their nets. The initiative is 
growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic each year.   EU Elections: Denmark 
Shifts to the Right - Europe has voted - and, in a few countries, far-right parties have grown stronger. 
Denmark is among the countries to see major gains for right-wing eurosceptic parties. The Danish 
People's Party (DF) won the largest share of the vote, beating the governing Social Democrats into 
second place. The results will give the party three of the country's 13 seats in the European Parliament. 
The DF has, however, ruled out an alliance with anti-EU parties, citing the right-wing Front National in 
France as too extremist.   Serbia: After the Floods - Last week's catastrophic floods in Serbia and Bosnia 
also brought with them new dangers: dredged up land-mines. These explosive relics from the Bosnian 
War of the 1990s, are creating extra dangers for rescue workers. Searching for land-mines is painstaking 
work, however, and the floods have dispersed them over large areas. Rescue crews already have enough 
to deal with, as much of Serbia and Bosnia's infrastructure has been destroyed and there's a real risk of 
landslides.   Romania: Small Farmers Feeling the Squeeze - In Romania the agricultural industry is 
conforming to EU norms. Factory farms are favored, while small-scale farmers lose out. Most farmers in 
Romania are small-scale producers with a small patch of land. Their production methods are inefficient, 
and EU law caters to intensive farming, so family farms lose out. Now they also have to adhere to EU-
wide hygiene standards, which are proving too expensive for many. As a result, some traditional foods -- 
including certain varieties of tomatoes and cheese -- could vanish from supermarket shelves.   France: 
Strife with Speculators - Real estate prices on the Mediterranean island of Corsica are extortionate. A 
little cottage can set you back 400,000. The Corsican authorities have passed a law requiring anyone 
who wants to buy a house there to have lived on the island for at least five years. The move is a 
response to people from mainland France and abroad buying up properties as holiday homes, causing 
prices to spiral. As a result, many Corsicans can no longer afford to buy property there. But now a few 
communities are fighting back, and threatening to enforce pre-emption rights -- including the village of 
Cuttoli near Ajaccio, the birthplace of Napoleon. 
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Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - At the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 
more years to rid the oceans of plastic waste. Every year, almost five million tons of plastic waste winds 
up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has declared war on marine 
pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen floating on the surface; most 
of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful deaths as a result. At the other 
end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could have on humans. Now fishermen 
from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets caught in their nets. The initiative is 
growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic each year.   EU Elections: Denmark 
Shifts to the Right - Europe has voted - and, in a few countries, far-right parties have grown stronger. 
Denmark is among the countries to see major gains for right-wing eurosceptic parties. The Danish 
People's Party (DF) won the largest share of the vote, beating the governing Social Democrats into 
second place. The results will give the party three of the country's 13 seats in the European Parliament. 
The DF has, however, ruled out an alliance with anti-EU parties, citing the right-wing Front National in 
France as too extremist.   Serbia: After the Floods - Last week's catastrophic floods in Serbia and Bosnia 
also brought with them new dangers: dredged up land-mines. These explosive relics from the Bosnian 
War of the 1990s, are creating extra dangers for rescue workers. Searching for land-mines is painstaking 
work, however, and the floods have dispersed them over large areas. Rescue crews already have enough 
to deal with, as much of Serbia and Bosnia's infrastructure has been destroyed and there's a real risk of 
landslides.   Romania: Small Farmers Feeling the Squeeze - In Romania the agricultural industry is 
conforming to EU norms. Factory farms are favored, while small-scale farmers lose out. Most farmers in 
Romania are small-scale producers with a small patch of land. Their production methods are inefficient, 
and EU law caters to intensive farming, so family farms lose out. Now they also have to adhere to EU-
wide hygiene standards, which are proving too expensive for many. As a result, some traditional foods -- 
including certain varieties of tomatoes and cheese -- could vanish from supermarket shelves.   France: 
Strife with Speculators - Real estate prices on the Mediterranean island of Corsica are extortionate. A 
little cottage can set you back 400,000. The Corsican authorities have passed a law requiring anyone 
who wants to buy a house there to have lived on the island for at least five years. The move is a 
response to people from mainland France and abroad buying up properties as holiday homes, causing 
prices to spiral. As a result, many Corsicans can no longer afford to buy property there. But now a few 
communities are fighting back, and threatening to enforce pre-emption rights -- including the village of 
Cuttoli near Ajaccio, the birthplace of Napoleon. 
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Albania: The New Women's Movement - Time seems to have stood still in the mountain villages of 
northern Albania. Alongside the state law, the Kanun, a set of laws and norms dating back to the Middle 
Ages, is still in force here. The back-breaking work in the fields is considered women's work in Albania. 
That was also true under Communism. In the Catholic stronghold of the north, the Kanun also survived 



the dictatorship of Enver Hoxha. Under the Kanun, the wife is considered the husband's property. He is 
permitted to beat and even to kill her if she is disobedient or unfaithful. Fabiola Egro is trying to change 
that. She's a pivotal figure in the Albanian women's movement.   Turkey: A Mayor from Germany - In 
southeastern Turkey, women in politics are not yet commonplace. The majority-Kurdish society is 
traditionally dominated by men. Despite that, 27-year-old Leyla Imret was elected as mayor of Cizre, a 
city with about 110,00 residents. And she's not just unusual because she's a woman - Leyla Imret comes 
from Bremen, Germany. A few years ago, she decided to visit eastern Turkey, where her Kurdish parents 
were born. In a spontaneous decision, she decided to stay in Cizre.   Latvia: The Russian Loyalists - In the 
wake of the Crimea crisis, many people in the Baltic countries are concerned. They're wondering how 
their own citizens of Russian descent would respond in the event of an attack on their country. That's 
also true in Latvia, where nearly every third citizen has Russian ancestry. Igor and Valerie are from 
Latgale. It's the easternmost region of Latvia and home to many people of Russian descent. Both Igor 
and Valerie say they are loyal to Latvia. But some in Latvia do approve of President Vladimir Putin's 
policies and actions in neighboring Russia. Igor and Valerie are not among them. They're voluntary 
members of the defense force and take part in military exercises. If need be, they'd defend Latvia 
against Russian soldiers.    Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - Every year, almost five million 
tons of plastic waste winds up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has 
declared war on marine pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen 
floating on the surface; most of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful 
deaths as a result. At the other end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could 
have on humans. Now fishermen from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets 
caught in their nets. The initiative is growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic 
each year. Still, at the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 more years to rid the oceans 
of plastic waste.   Poland: The Round Table Revisited - The Round Table Talks in 1989 marked the 
beginning of Poland's road toward democracy. The original table is displayed at the presidential palace 
in Warsaw. The 1989 negotiations at this table have gone down in history. The talks led to the 
overturning of the ban on the Solidarnosc trade union and to a partially-free parliamentary election. 25 
years ago, on June 4 and June 18, Poland held its first elections since the Second World War. The 
elections spelled the end to Communist rule in Poland. 
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Albania: The New Women's Movement - Time seems to have stood still in the mountain villages of 
northern Albania. Alongside the state law, the Kanun, a set of laws and norms dating back to the Middle 
Ages, is still in force here. The back-breaking work in the fields is considered women's work in Albania. 
That was also true under Communism. In the Catholic stronghold of the north, the Kanun also survived 
the dictatorship of Enver Hoxha. Under the Kanun, the wife is considered the husband's property. He is 
permitted to beat and even to kill her if she is disobedient or unfaithful. Fabiola Egro is trying to change 



that. She's a pivotal figure in the Albanian women's movement.   Turkey: A Mayor from Germany - In 
southeastern Turkey, women in politics are not yet commonplace. The majority-Kurdish society is 
traditionally dominated by men. Despite that, 27-year-old Leyla Imret was elected as mayor of Cizre, a 
city with about 110,00 residents. And she's not just unusual because she's a woman - Leyla Imret comes 
from Bremen, Germany. A few years ago, she decided to visit eastern Turkey, where her Kurdish parents 
were born. In a spontaneous decision, she decided to stay in Cizre.   Latvia: The Russian Loyalists - In the 
wake of the Crimea crisis, many people in the Baltic countries are concerned. They're wondering how 
their own citizens of Russian descent would respond in the event of an attack on their country. That's 
also true in Latvia, where nearly every third citizen has Russian ancestry. Igor and Valerie are from 
Latgale. It's the easternmost region of Latvia and home to many people of Russian descent. Both Igor 
and Valerie say they are loyal to Latvia. But some in Latvia do approve of President Vladimir Putin's 
policies and actions in neighboring Russia. Igor and Valerie are not among them. They're voluntary 
members of the defense force and take part in military exercises. If need be, they'd defend Latvia 
against Russian soldiers.    Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - Every year, almost five million 
tons of plastic waste winds up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has 
declared war on marine pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen 
floating on the surface; most of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful 
deaths as a result. At the other end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could 
have on humans. Now fishermen from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets 
caught in their nets. The initiative is growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic 
each year. Still, at the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 more years to rid the oceans 
of plastic waste.   Poland: The Round Table Revisited - The Round Table Talks in 1989 marked the 
beginning of Poland's road toward democracy. The original table is displayed at the presidential palace 
in Warsaw. The 1989 negotiations at this table have gone down in history. The talks led to the 
overturning of the ban on the Solidarnosc trade union and to a partially-free parliamentary election. 25 
years ago, on June 4 and June 18, Poland held its first elections since the Second World War. The 
elections spelled the end to Communist rule in Poland. 
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Albania: The New Women's Movement - Time seems to have stood still in the mountain villages of 
northern Albania. Alongside the state law, the Kanun, a set of laws and norms dating back to the Middle 
Ages, is still in force here. The back-breaking work in the fields is considered women's work in Albania. 
That was also true under Communism. In the Catholic stronghold of the north, the Kanun also survived 
the dictatorship of Enver Hoxha. Under the Kanun, the wife is considered the husband's property. He is 
permitted to beat and even to kill her if she is disobedient or unfaithful. Fabiola Egro is trying to change 
that. She's a pivotal figure in the Albanian women's movement.   Turkey: A Mayor from Germany - In 
southeastern Turkey, women in politics are not yet commonplace. The majority-Kurdish society is 



traditionally dominated by men. Despite that, 27-year-old Leyla Imret was elected as mayor of Cizre, a 
city with about 110,00 residents. And she's not just unusual because she's a woman - Leyla Imret comes 
from Bremen, Germany. A few years ago, she decided to visit eastern Turkey, where her Kurdish parents 
were born. In a spontaneous decision, she decided to stay in Cizre.   Latvia: The Russian Loyalists - In the 
wake of the Crimea crisis, many people in the Baltic countries are concerned. They're wondering how 
their own citizens of Russian descent would respond in the event of an attack on their country. That's 
also true in Latvia, where nearly every third citizen has Russian ancestry. Igor and Valerie are from 
Latgale. It's the easternmost region of Latvia and home to many people of Russian descent. Both Igor 
and Valerie say they are loyal to Latvia. But some in Latvia do approve of President Vladimir Putin's 
policies and actions in neighboring Russia. Igor and Valerie are not among them. They're voluntary 
members of the defense force and take part in military exercises. If need be, they'd defend Latvia 
against Russian soldiers.    Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - Every year, almost five million 
tons of plastic waste winds up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has 
declared war on marine pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen 
floating on the surface; most of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful 
deaths as a result. At the other end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could 
have on humans. Now fishermen from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets 
caught in their nets. The initiative is growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic 
each year. Still, at the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 more years to rid the oceans 
of plastic waste.   Poland: The Round Table Revisited - The Round Table Talks in 1989 marked the 
beginning of Poland's road toward democracy. The original table is displayed at the presidential palace 
in Warsaw. The 1989 negotiations at this table have gone down in history. The talks led to the 
overturning of the ban on the Solidarnosc trade union and to a partially-free parliamentary election. 25 
years ago, on June 4 and June 18, Poland held its first elections since the Second World War. The 
elections spelled the end to Communist rule in Poland. 
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Albania: The New Women's Movement - Time seems to have stood still in the mountain villages of 
northern Albania. Alongside the state law, the Kanun, a set of laws and norms dating back to the Middle 
Ages, is still in force here. The back-breaking work in the fields is considered women's work in Albania. 
That was also true under Communism. In the Catholic stronghold of the north, the Kanun also survived 
the dictatorship of Enver Hoxha. Under the Kanun, the wife is considered the husband's property. He is 
permitted to beat and even to kill her if she is disobedient or unfaithful. Fabiola Egro is trying to change 
that. She's a pivotal figure in the Albanian women's movement.   Turkey: A Mayor from Germany - In 
southeastern Turkey, women in politics are not yet commonplace. The majority-Kurdish society is 
traditionally dominated by men. Despite that, 27-year-old Leyla Imret was elected as mayor of Cizre, a 
city with about 110,00 residents. And she's not just unusual because she's a woman - Leyla Imret comes 



from Bremen, Germany. A few years ago, she decided to visit eastern Turkey, where her Kurdish parents 
were born. In a spontaneous decision, she decided to stay in Cizre.   Latvia: The Russian Loyalists - In the 
wake of the Crimea crisis, many people in the Baltic countries are concerned. They're wondering how 
their own citizens of Russian descent would respond in the event of an attack on their country. That's 
also true in Latvia, where nearly every third citizen has Russian ancestry. Igor and Valerie are from 
Latgale. It's the easternmost region of Latvia and home to many people of Russian descent. Both Igor 
and Valerie say they are loyal to Latvia. But some in Latvia do approve of President Vladimir Putin's 
policies and actions in neighboring Russia. Igor and Valerie are not among them. They're voluntary 
members of the defense force and take part in military exercises. If need be, they'd defend Latvia 
against Russian soldiers.    Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - Every year, almost five million 
tons of plastic waste winds up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has 
declared war on marine pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen 
floating on the surface; most of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful 
deaths as a result. At the other end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could 
have on humans. Now fishermen from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets 
caught in their nets. The initiative is growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic 
each year. Still, at the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 more years to rid the oceans 
of plastic waste.   Poland: The Round Table Revisited - The Round Table Talks in 1989 marked the 
beginning of Poland's road toward democracy. The original table is displayed at the presidential palace 
in Warsaw. The 1989 negotiations at this table have gone down in history. The talks led to the 
overturning of the ban on the Solidarnosc trade union and to a partially-free parliamentary election. 25 
years ago, on June 4 and June 18, Poland held its first elections since the Second World War. The 
elections spelled the end to Communist rule in Poland. 
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Albania: The New Women's Movement - Time seems to have stood still in the mountain villages of 
northern Albania. Alongside the state law, the Kanun, a set of laws and norms dating back to the Middle 
Ages, is still in force here. The back-breaking work in the fields is considered women's work in Albania. 
That was also true under Communism. In the Catholic stronghold of the north, the Kanun also survived 
the dictatorship of Enver Hoxha. Under the Kanun, the wife is considered the husband's property. He is 
permitted to beat and even to kill her if she is disobedient or unfaithful. Fabiola Egro is trying to change 
that. She's a pivotal figure in the Albanian women's movement.   Turkey: A Mayor from Germany - In 
southeastern Turkey, women in politics are not yet commonplace. The majority-Kurdish society is 
traditionally dominated by men. Despite that, 27-year-old Leyla Imret was elected as mayor of Cizre, a 
city with about 110,00 residents. And she's not just unusual because she's a woman - Leyla Imret comes 
from Bremen, Germany. A few years ago, she decided to visit eastern Turkey, where her Kurdish parents 
were born. In a spontaneous decision, she decided to stay in Cizre.   Latvia: The Russian Loyalists - In the 



wake of the Crimea crisis, many people in the Baltic countries are concerned. They're wondering how 
their own citizens of Russian descent would respond in the event of an attack on their country. That's 
also true in Latvia, where nearly every third citizen has Russian ancestry. Igor and Valerie are from 
Latgale. It's the easternmost region of Latvia and home to many people of Russian descent. Both Igor 
and Valerie say they are loyal to Latvia. But some in Latvia do approve of President Vladimir Putin's 
policies and actions in neighboring Russia. Igor and Valerie are not among them. They're voluntary 
members of the defense force and take part in military exercises. If need be, they'd defend Latvia 
against Russian soldiers.    Netherlands: The Catch of the Day is Plastic - Every year, almost five million 
tons of plastic waste winds up in the ocean. Now Fishing for Litter, an initiative started by fishermen, has 
declared war on marine pollution. Only a small portion of the plastic waste in the sea can be seen 
floating on the surface; most of the garbage lies on the seafloor. Many marine animals suffer painful 
deaths as a result. At the other end of the food chain, little is known about the effects the waste could 
have on humans. Now fishermen from the Netherlands have begun collecting the garbage that gets 
caught in their nets. The initiative is growing, with hundreds of fishermen now collecting tons of plastic 
each year. Still, at the current rate, it's estimated that it would take 79,000 more years to rid the oceans 
of plastic waste.   Poland: The Round Table Revisited - The Round Table Talks in 1989 marked the 
beginning of Poland's road toward democracy. The original table is displayed at the presidential palace 
in Warsaw. The 1989 negotiations at this table have gone down in history. The talks led to the 
overturning of the ban on the Solidarnosc trade union and to a partially-free parliamentary election. 25 
years ago, on June 4 and June 18, Poland held its first elections since the Second World War. The 
elections spelled the end to Communist rule in Poland. 
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Italy: Refugees in Distress - Once again, tens of thousands of people are crossing the Mediterranean Sea 
to come to Europe. To rescue them from drowning, the Italian navy has authorized a military and 
humanitarian mission, Mare Nostrum. The Italian navy has five ships on permanent deployment 
patrolling the waters. Their mission is to rescue refugees and people in distress and bring them to 
safety. The refugees who get stranded in Italy are mainly from Syria and east Africa, but they know they 
could be deported to their home countries at any time, so they often try to conceal their identities, 
hoping to stay in Europe. A report from the San Giorgio amphibious transport dock.   Sweden: Pilloried 
on the Internet - For years all Swedes have been able to find out how much their neighbors or 
colleagues earn, and whether they pay their taxes as they should. Now a company has gone much 
further. It has uploaded the complete list of Swedish criminal records for the past five years onto the 
Internet. With a click of a mouse, anyone can see if someone has been convicted of a crime. Because the 
company has a publishing license, it claims its actions are protected under the same law that covers 
radio, television and newspapers. But many Swedes think the firm has gone too far. The first victims 
have sued the Swedish government and calling for a change in the country's constitutional laws.   Spain: 



Curbing Mass Tourism - Authorities on the island of Mallorca have had enough of cheap mass tourism. 
They want to rid themselves of their rowdy drinking and partying clientele with new regulations. 
Tourists to Mallorca know the Playa de Palma in its capital as a place to party. The strip of beach a few 
minutes' drive east of Palma has declined over the years, largely due to its masses of mainly German and 
British binge-drinking visitors. The Spanish authorities are now trying to use new regulations to stem the 
excesses and give the island a new image.   Poland: Palatial Treatment for Depression - There are many 
ways to recover from depression: dancing, swimming with dolphins or knitting scarves and sweaters. In 
Poland a castle offers an unusual option. Moszna Castle, which lies southeast of Wroclaw in Upper 
Silesia, is no ordinary sanatorium. In fact, it's probably one of the most unconventional in Europe. Many 
patients here are recovering from nervous breakdowns or fighting depression. The majestic 400-year-
old building with 99 turrets is said to have therapeutic value in itself. A sojourn in its calming 
atmosphere helps patients open up and forget their cares. 
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Italy: Refugees in Distress - Once again, tens of thousands of people are crossing the Mediterranean Sea 
to come to Europe. To rescue them from drowning, the Italian navy has authorized a military and 
humanitarian mission, Mare Nostrum. The Italian navy has five ships on permanent deployment 
patrolling the waters. Their mission is to rescue refugees and people in distress and bring them to 
safety. The refugees who get stranded in Italy are mainly from Syria and east Africa, but they know they 
could be deported to their home countries at any time, so they often try to conceal their identities, 
hoping to stay in Europe. A report from the San Giorgio amphibious transport dock.   Sweden: Pilloried 
on the Internet - For years all Swedes have been able to find out how much their neighbors or 
colleagues earn, and whether they pay their taxes as they should. Now a company has gone much 
further. It has uploaded the complete list of Swedish criminal records for the past five years onto the 
Internet. With a click of a mouse, anyone can see if someone has been convicted of a crime. Because the 
company has a publishing license, it claims its actions are protected under the same law that covers 
radio, television and newspapers. But many Swedes think the firm has gone too far. The first victims 
have sued the Swedish government and calling for a change in the country's constitutional laws.   Spain: 
Curbing Mass Tourism - Authorities on the island of Mallorca have had enough of cheap mass tourism. 
They want to rid themselves of their rowdy drinking and partying clientele with new regulations. 
Tourists to Mallorca know the Playa de Palma in its capital as a place to party. The strip of beach a few 
minutes' drive east of Palma has declined over the years, largely due to its masses of mainly German and 
British binge-drinking visitors. The Spanish authorities are now trying to use new regulations to stem the 
excesses and give the island a new image.   Poland: Palatial Treatment for Depression - There are many 
ways to recover from depression: dancing, swimming with dolphins or knitting scarves and sweaters. In 
Poland a castle offers an unusual option. Moszna Castle, which lies southeast of Wroclaw in Upper 
Silesia, is no ordinary sanatorium. In fact, it's probably one of the most unconventional in Europe. Many 



patients here are recovering from nervous breakdowns or fighting depression. The majestic 400-year-
old building with 99 turrets is said to have therapeutic value in itself. A sojourn in its calming 
atmosphere helps patients open up and forget their cares. 
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Italy: Refugees in Distress - Once again, tens of thousands of people are crossing the Mediterranean Sea 
to come to Europe. To rescue them from drowning, the Italian navy has authorized a military and 
humanitarian mission, Mare Nostrum. The Italian navy has five ships on permanent deployment 
patrolling the waters. Their mission is to rescue refugees and people in distress and bring them to 
safety. The refugees who get stranded in Italy are mainly from Syria and east Africa, but they know they 
could be deported to their home countries at any time, so they often try to conceal their identities, 
hoping to stay in Europe. A report from the San Giorgio amphibious transport dock.   Sweden: Pilloried 
on the Internet - For years all Swedes have been able to find out how much their neighbors or 
colleagues earn, and whether they pay their taxes as they should. Now a company has gone much 
further. It has uploaded the complete list of Swedish criminal records for the past five years onto the 
Internet. With a click of a mouse, anyone can see if someone has been convicted of a crime. Because the 
company has a publishing license, it claims its actions are protected under the same law that covers 
radio, television and newspapers. But many Swedes think the firm has gone too far. The first victims 
have sued the Swedish government and calling for a change in the country's constitutional laws.   Spain: 
Curbing Mass Tourism - Authorities on the island of Mallorca have had enough of cheap mass tourism. 
They want to rid themselves of their rowdy drinking and partying clientele with new regulations. 
Tourists to Mallorca know the Playa de Palma in its capital as a place to party. The strip of beach a few 
minutes' drive east of Palma has declined over the years, largely due to its masses of mainly German and 
British binge-drinking visitors. The Spanish authorities are now trying to use new regulations to stem the 
excesses and give the island a new image.   Poland: Palatial Treatment for Depression - There are many 
ways to recover from depression: dancing, swimming with dolphins or knitting scarves and sweaters. In 
Poland a castle offers an unusual option. Moszna Castle, which lies southeast of Wroclaw in Upper 
Silesia, is no ordinary sanatorium. In fact, it's probably one of the most unconventional in Europe. Many 
patients here are recovering from nervous breakdowns or fighting depression. The majestic 400-year-
old building with 99 turrets is said to have therapeutic value in itself. A sojourn in its calming 
atmosphere helps patients open up and forget their cares. 
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Italy: Refugees in Distress - Once again, tens of thousands of people are crossing the Mediterranean Sea 
to come to Europe. To rescue them from drowning, the Italian navy has authorized a military and 
humanitarian mission, Mare Nostrum. The Italian navy has five ships on permanent deployment 
patrolling the waters. Their mission is to rescue refugees and people in distress and bring them to 
safety. The refugees who get stranded in Italy are mainly from Syria and east Africa, but they know they 
could be deported to their home countries at any time, so they often try to conceal their identities, 
hoping to stay in Europe. A report from the San Giorgio amphibious transport dock.   Sweden: Pilloried 
on the Internet - For years all Swedes have been able to find out how much their neighbors or 
colleagues earn, and whether they pay their taxes as they should. Now a company has gone much 
further. It has uploaded the complete list of Swedish criminal records for the past five years onto the 
Internet. With a click of a mouse, anyone can see if someone has been convicted of a crime. Because the 
company has a publishing license, it claims its actions are protected under the same law that covers 
radio, television and newspapers. But many Swedes think the firm has gone too far. The first victims 
have sued the Swedish government and calling for a change in the country's constitutional laws.   Spain: 
Curbing Mass Tourism - Authorities on the island of Mallorca have had enough of cheap mass tourism. 
They want to rid themselves of their rowdy drinking and partying clientele with new regulations. 
Tourists to Mallorca know the Playa de Palma in its capital as a place to party. The strip of beach a few 
minutes' drive east of Palma has declined over the years, largely due to its masses of mainly German and 
British binge-drinking visitors. The Spanish authorities are now trying to use new regulations to stem the 
excesses and give the island a new image.   Poland: Palatial Treatment for Depression - There are many 
ways to recover from depression: dancing, swimming with dolphins or knitting scarves and sweaters. In 
Poland a castle offers an unusual option. Moszna Castle, which lies southeast of Wroclaw in Upper 
Silesia, is no ordinary sanatorium. In fact, it's probably one of the most unconventional in Europe. Many 
patients here are recovering from nervous breakdowns or fighting depression. The majestic 400-year-
old building with 99 turrets is said to have therapeutic value in itself. A sojourn in its calming 
atmosphere helps patients open up and forget their cares. 
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Italy: Refugees in Distress - Once again, tens of thousands of people are crossing the Mediterranean Sea 
to come to Europe. To rescue them from drowning, the Italian navy has authorized a military and 



humanitarian mission, Mare Nostrum. The Italian navy has five ships on permanent deployment 
patrolling the waters. Their mission is to rescue refugees and people in distress and bring them to 
safety. The refugees who get stranded in Italy are mainly from Syria and east Africa, but they know they 
could be deported to their home countries at any time, so they often try to conceal their identities, 
hoping to stay in Europe. A report from the San Giorgio amphibious transport dock.   Sweden: Pilloried 
on the Internet - For years all Swedes have been able to find out how much their neighbors or 
colleagues earn, and whether they pay their taxes as they should. Now a company has gone much 
further. It has uploaded the complete list of Swedish criminal records for the past five years onto the 
Internet. With a click of a mouse, anyone can see if someone has been convicted of a crime. Because the 
company has a publishing license, it claims its actions are protected under the same law that covers 
radio, television and newspapers. But many Swedes think the firm has gone too far. The first victims 
have sued the Swedish government and calling for a change in the country's constitutional laws.   Spain: 
Curbing Mass Tourism - Authorities on the island of Mallorca have had enough of cheap mass tourism. 
They want to rid themselves of their rowdy drinking and partying clientele with new regulations. 
Tourists to Mallorca know the Playa de Palma in its capital as a place to party. The strip of beach a few 
minutes' drive east of Palma has declined over the years, largely due to its masses of mainly German and 
British binge-drinking visitors. The Spanish authorities are now trying to use new regulations to stem the 
excesses and give the island a new image.   Poland: Palatial Treatment for Depression - There are many 
ways to recover from depression: dancing, swimming with dolphins or knitting scarves and sweaters. In 
Poland a castle offers an unusual option. Moszna Castle, which lies southeast of Wroclaw in Upper 
Silesia, is no ordinary sanatorium. In fact, it's probably one of the most unconventional in Europe. Many 
patients here are recovering from nervous breakdowns or fighting depression. The majestic 400-year-
old building with 99 turrets is said to have therapeutic value in itself. A sojourn in its calming 
atmosphere helps patients open up and forget their cares. 
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Turkey: The Missing Children - More than 14,000 children have disappeared in Turkey in the last five 
years alone. A special police unit has been formed to look for those still missing. The General Command 
of the Turkish Gendarmerie says human trafficking is involved in most cases, and that children are being 
kidnapped as laborers, child soldiers and even for the illegal organ trade. Although most have since been 
found, 834 children who disappeared within the last five years remain missing. Currently the police are 
looking for almost 1500 children.   Lithuania: The Divided Village - European integration tears down 
borders, but it also erects new ones - a bane for border regions that had grown together over the years. 
Ever since Lithuania became a member of the European Union, the EU's outer border has separated it 
from Belarus. Both countries used to belong to the Soviet Union. Back then, the border was one in name 
only. Today the border divides villages, separates friends and families, and has brought unemployment 
to the region. The population is aging and there are few prospects for the future. Young people are 



especially hard hit. But Julija Mackevic has initiated a number of projects to encourage young people to 
reinvigorate their region.   Germany: Rescuing the Fawns - Every year tens of thousands of baby deer are 
inadvertently killed by harvesting equipment while they're hiding in tall grass. A project in Germany is 
now saving many animals from an early death. We usually associate aerial drones with surveillance and 
destruction. It's less well known that they can also save lives. Just such a deployment is being tried at 
present in the Fichtel Mountains. A team of electronic engineers is using a drone to search meadows 
and fields where deer are suspected. The device has two eyes in the form of one infrared and one color 
camera. The infrared camera locates the animals by detecting their body heat. The color camera then 
ascertains whether they actually are deer. So far, it's been a striking success.   Greece: Art against the 
Crisis - Economic hardship has made Athens a magnet for street artists. Even as many people are in 
need, creativity is booming. Huge spray-painted murals cover many walls in the city of Athens. They lend 
artistic expression to Greeks' anxieties about the future and the broad-based protest movement. The 
colorful pictures express outrage at the Greek government, the European Union and capitalism. Graffiti 
is flourishing as an expression of social critique. We take a look at the street art scene in Athens. 
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Turkey: The Missing Children - More than 14,000 children have disappeared in Turkey in the last five 
years alone. A special police unit has been formed to look for those still missing. The General Command 
of the Turkish Gendarmerie says human trafficking is involved in most cases, and that children are being 
kidnapped as laborers, child soldiers and even for the illegal organ trade. Although most have since been 
found, 834 children who disappeared within the last five years remain missing. Currently the police are 
looking for almost 1500 children.   Lithuania: The Divided Village - European integration tears down 
borders, but it also erects new ones - a bane for border regions that had grown together over the years. 
Ever since Lithuania became a member of the European Union, the EU's outer border has separated it 
from Belarus. Both countries used to belong to the Soviet Union. Back then, the border was one in name 
only. Today the border divides villages, separates friends and families, and has brought unemployment 
to the region. The population is aging and there are few prospects for the future. Young people are 
especially hard hit. But Julija Mackevic has initiated a number of projects to encourage young people to 
reinvigorate their region.   Germany: Rescuing the Fawns - Every year tens of thousands of baby deer are 
inadvertently killed by harvesting equipment while they're hiding in tall grass. A project in Germany is 
now saving many animals from an early death. We usually associate aerial drones with surveillance and 
destruction. It's less well known that they can also save lives. Just such a deployment is being tried at 
present in the Fichtel Mountains. A team of electronic engineers is using a drone to search meadows 
and fields where deer are suspected. The device has two eyes in the form of one infrared and one color 
camera. The infrared camera locates the animals by detecting their body heat. The color camera then 
ascertains whether they actually are deer. So far, it's been a striking success.   Greece: Art against the 
Crisis - Economic hardship has made Athens a magnet for street artists. Even as many people are in 



need, creativity is booming. Huge spray-painted murals cover many walls in the city of Athens. They lend 
artistic expression to Greeks' anxieties about the future and the broad-based protest movement. The 
colorful pictures express outrage at the Greek government, the European Union and capitalism. Graffiti 
is flourishing as an expression of social critique. We take a look at the street art scene in Athens. 
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Turkey: The Missing Children - More than 14,000 children have disappeared in Turkey in the last five 
years alone. A special police unit has been formed to look for those still missing. The General Command 
of the Turkish Gendarmerie says human trafficking is involved in most cases, and that children are being 
kidnapped as laborers, child soldiers and even for the illegal organ trade. Although most have since been 
found, 834 children who disappeared within the last five years remain missing. Currently the police are 
looking for almost 1500 children.   Lithuania: The Divided Village - European integration tears down 
borders, but it also erects new ones - a bane for border regions that had grown together over the years. 
Ever since Lithuania became a member of the European Union, the EU's outer border has separated it 
from Belarus. Both countries used to belong to the Soviet Union. Back then, the border was one in name 
only. Today the border divides villages, separates friends and families, and has brought unemployment 
to the region. The population is aging and there are few prospects for the future. Young people are 
especially hard hit. But Julija Mackevic has initiated a number of projects to encourage young people to 
reinvigorate their region.   Germany: Rescuing the Fawns - Every year tens of thousands of baby deer are 
inadvertently killed by harvesting equipment while they're hiding in tall grass. A project in Germany is 
now saving many animals from an early death. We usually associate aerial drones with surveillance and 
destruction. It's less well known that they can also save lives. Just such a deployment is being tried at 
present in the Fichtel Mountains. A team of electronic engineers is using a drone to search meadows 
and fields where deer are suspected. The device has two eyes in the form of one infrared and one color 
camera. The infrared camera locates the animals by detecting their body heat. The color camera then 
ascertains whether they actually are deer. So far, it's been a striking success.   Greece: Art against the 
Crisis - Economic hardship has made Athens a magnet for street artists. Even as many people are in 
need, creativity is booming. Huge spray-painted murals cover many walls in the city of Athens. They lend 
artistic expression to Greeks' anxieties about the future and the broad-based protest movement. The 
colorful pictures express outrage at the Greek government, the European Union and capitalism. Graffiti 
is flourishing as an expression of social critique. We take a look at the street art scene in Athens. 
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Turkey: The Missing Children - More than 14,000 children have disappeared in Turkey in the last five 
years alone. A special police unit has been formed to look for those still missing. The General Command 
of the Turkish Gendarmerie says human trafficking is involved in most cases, and that children are being 
kidnapped as laborers, child soldiers and even for the illegal organ trade. Although most have since been 
found, 834 children who disappeared within the last five years remain missing. Currently the police are 
looking for almost 1500 children.   Lithuania: The Divided Village - European integration tears down 
borders, but it also erects new ones - a bane for border regions that had grown together over the years. 
Ever since Lithuania became a member of the European Union, the EU's outer border has separated it 
from Belarus. Both countries used to belong to the Soviet Union. Back then, the border was one in name 
only. Today the border divides villages, separates friends and families, and has brought unemployment 
to the region. The population is aging and there are few prospects for the future. Young people are 
especially hard hit. But Julija Mackevic has initiated a number of projects to encourage young people to 
reinvigorate their region.   Germany: Rescuing the Fawns - Every year tens of thousands of baby deer are 
inadvertently killed by harvesting equipment while they're hiding in tall grass. A project in Germany is 
now saving many animals from an early death. We usually associate aerial drones with surveillance and 
destruction. It's less well known that they can also save lives. Just such a deployment is being tried at 
present in the Fichtel Mountains. A team of electronic engineers is using a drone to search meadows 
and fields where deer are suspected. The device has two eyes in the form of one infrared and one color 
camera. The infrared camera locates the animals by detecting their body heat. The color camera then 
ascertains whether they actually are deer. So far, it's been a striking success.   Greece: Art against the 
Crisis - Economic hardship has made Athens a magnet for street artists. Even as many people are in 
need, creativity is booming. Huge spray-painted murals cover many walls in the city of Athens. They lend 
artistic expression to Greeks' anxieties about the future and the broad-based protest movement. The 
colorful pictures express outrage at the Greek government, the European Union and capitalism. Graffiti 
is flourishing as an expression of social critique. We take a look at the street art scene in Athens. 
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Turkey: The Missing Children - More than 14,000 children have disappeared in Turkey in the last five 
years alone. A special police unit has been formed to look for those still missing. The General Command 
of the Turkish Gendarmerie says human trafficking is involved in most cases, and that children are being 



kidnapped as laborers, child soldiers and even for the illegal organ trade. Although most have since been 
found, 834 children who disappeared within the last five years remain missing. Currently the police are 
looking for almost 1500 children.   Lithuania: The Divided Village - European integration tears down 
borders, but it also erects new ones - a bane for border regions that had grown together over the years. 
Ever since Lithuania became a member of the European Union, the EU's outer border has separated it 
from Belarus. Both countries used to belong to the Soviet Union. Back then, the border was one in name 
only. Today the border divides villages, separates friends and families, and has brought unemployment 
to the region. The population is aging and there are few prospects for the future. Young people are 
especially hard hit. But Julija Mackevic has initiated a number of projects to encourage young people to 
reinvigorate their region.   Germany: Rescuing the Fawns - Every year tens of thousands of baby deer are 
inadvertently killed by harvesting equipment while they're hiding in tall grass. A project in Germany is 
now saving many animals from an early death. We usually associate aerial drones with surveillance and 
destruction. It's less well known that they can also save lives. Just such a deployment is being tried at 
present in the Fichtel Mountains. A team of electronic engineers is using a drone to search meadows 
and fields where deer are suspected. The device has two eyes in the form of one infrared and one color 
camera. The infrared camera locates the animals by detecting their body heat. The color camera then 
ascertains whether they actually are deer. So far, it's been a striking success.   Greece: Art against the 
Crisis - Economic hardship has made Athens a magnet for street artists. Even as many people are in 
need, creativity is booming. Huge spray-painted murals cover many walls in the city of Athens. They lend 
artistic expression to Greeks' anxieties about the future and the broad-based protest movement. The 
colorful pictures express outrage at the Greek government, the European Union and capitalism. Graffiti 
is flourishing as an expression of social critique. We take a look at the street art scene in Athens. 
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Serbia: Disputed Remembrance - On June 28, 1914, Serbian nationalist Gavrilo Princip fired the shot that 
killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne. That assassination led to the 
outbreak of the First World War. Even today, many in Serbia and Serbian areas of Bosnia still regard 
Princip as a national hero. With the 100th anniversary of the assassination approaching, several 
memorials to Princip have been erected in Sarajevo. We pay a visit to Belgrade and the Bosnian capital 
of Sarajevo to examine the controversy that still surrounds the fateful assassination.   Crimea: Deceptive 
Dream - In March, Russia annexed the Crimean Peninsula in the Black Sea. Moscow lured Crimeans with 
big promises and spoke of a better life. But a few months after Russian troops occupied the peninsula, 
everyday life has returned. Only a few ferries connect the Russian mainland with Crimea, and a planned 
bridge will take years to build. At the entrances to the ferries, lines of frustrated Russian vacationers and 
Crimean residents back up for kilometers. Six million tourists visited the Crimea last year; this year, the 
number will only be a fraction of that. Both the Ukrainians and Western cruise ships are staying away. 
And the currency shift from hrynvias to rubles is making everything more expensive -- in some cases, by 



50 percent! A report from the annexed peninsula.   Germany: Misery among Migrant Workers - Many 
Germans fear that the country's social welfare system could be abused by EU citizens from Romania and 
Bulgaria. But it's often the migrant workers from those countries who are being exploited. The 
conservative Bavarian party, the CSU, tried to whip up antagonism towards Eastern Europeans coming 
to Germany, saying they were only interested in cashing in on welfare benefits. Since the beginning of 
the year, Bulgarians and Romanians have been allowed to work without restrictions across the EU, 
including in Germany. If they have residency here, they're entitled to child allowance and, in some cases, 
basic welfare benefits. But many of them aren't aware of these regulations and are being exploited as 
day laborers.   Sweden: A Museum of Sound - What did everyday life used to sound like? Do you 
remember what a whistling tea kettle sounded like? And what about the noise of a propeller plane? 
Sounds are part of history and Thorsten Nilsson is fascinated by everything that clangs, grinds, clicks and 
roars. But each year, more and more old machines and devices become extinct forever. That's why he's 
set out on a quest to record these endangered industrial sounds and preserve them for posterity. 
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Serbia: Disputed Remembrance - On June 28, 1914, Serbian nationalist Gavrilo Princip fired the shot that 
killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne. That assassination led to the 
outbreak of the First World War. Even today, many in Serbia and Serbian areas of Bosnia still regard 
Princip as a national hero. With the 100th anniversary of the assassination approaching, several 
memorials to Princip have been erected in Sarajevo. We pay a visit to Belgrade and the Bosnian capital 
of Sarajevo to examine the controversy that still surrounds the fateful assassination.   Crimea: Deceptive 
Dream - In March, Russia annexed the Crimean Peninsula in the Black Sea. Moscow lured Crimeans with 
big promises and spoke of a better life. But a few months after Russian troops occupied the peninsula, 
everyday life has returned. Only a few ferries connect the Russian mainland with Crimea, and a planned 
bridge will take years to build. At the entrances to the ferries, lines of frustrated Russian vacationers and 
Crimean residents back up for kilometers. Six million tourists visited the Crimea last year; this year, the 
number will only be a fraction of that. Both the Ukrainians and Western cruise ships are staying away. 
And the currency shift from hrynvias to rubles is making everything more expensive -- in some cases, by 
50 percent! A report from the annexed peninsula.   Germany: Misery among Migrant Workers - Many 
Germans fear that the country's social welfare system could be abused by EU citizens from Romania and 
Bulgaria. But it's often the migrant workers from those countries who are being exploited. The 
conservative Bavarian party, the CSU, tried to whip up antagonism towards Eastern Europeans coming 
to Germany, saying they were only interested in cashing in on welfare benefits. Since the beginning of 
the year, Bulgarians and Romanians have been allowed to work without restrictions across the EU, 
including in Germany. If they have residency here, they're entitled to child allowance and, in some cases, 
basic welfare benefits. But many of them aren't aware of these regulations and are being exploited as 
day laborers.   Sweden: A Museum of Sound - What did everyday life used to sound like? Do you 



remember what a whistling tea kettle sounded like? And what about the noise of a propeller plane? 
Sounds are part of history and Thorsten Nilsson is fascinated by everything that clangs, grinds, clicks and 
roars. But each year, more and more old machines and devices become extinct forever. That's why he's 
set out on a quest to record these endangered industrial sounds and preserve them for posterity. 
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Serbia: Disputed Remembrance - On June 28, 1914, Serbian nationalist Gavrilo Princip fired the shot that 
killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne. That assassination led to the 
outbreak of the First World War. Even today, many in Serbia and Serbian areas of Bosnia still regard 
Princip as a national hero. With the 100th anniversary of the assassination approaching, several 
memorials to Princip have been erected in Sarajevo. We pay a visit to Belgrade and the Bosnian capital 
of Sarajevo to examine the controversy that still surrounds the fateful assassination.   Crimea: Deceptive 
Dream - In March, Russia annexed the Crimean Peninsula in the Black Sea. Moscow lured Crimeans with 
big promises and spoke of a better life. But a few months after Russian troops occupied the peninsula, 
everyday life has returned. Only a few ferries connect the Russian mainland with Crimea, and a planned 
bridge will take years to build. At the entrances to the ferries, lines of frustrated Russian vacationers and 
Crimean residents back up for kilometers. Six million tourists visited the Crimea last year; this year, the 
number will only be a fraction of that. Both the Ukrainians and Western cruise ships are staying away. 
And the currency shift from hrynvias to rubles is making everything more expensive -- in some cases, by 
50 percent! A report from the annexed peninsula.   Germany: Misery among Migrant Workers - Many 
Germans fear that the country's social welfare system could be abused by EU citizens from Romania and 
Bulgaria. But it's often the migrant workers from those countries who are being exploited. The 
conservative Bavarian party, the CSU, tried to whip up antagonism towards Eastern Europeans coming 
to Germany, saying they were only interested in cashing in on welfare benefits. Since the beginning of 
the year, Bulgarians and Romanians have been allowed to work without restrictions across the EU, 
including in Germany. If they have residency here, they're entitled to child allowance and, in some cases, 
basic welfare benefits. But many of them aren't aware of these regulations and are being exploited as 
day laborers.   Sweden: A Museum of Sound - What did everyday life used to sound like? Do you 
remember what a whistling tea kettle sounded like? And what about the noise of a propeller plane? 
Sounds are part of history and Thorsten Nilsson is fascinated by everything that clangs, grinds, clicks and 
roars. But each year, more and more old machines and devices become extinct forever. That's why he's 
set out on a quest to record these endangered industrial sounds and preserve them for posterity. 
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TOPICS: President Obama's Asian Pivot; Affirmative Action Dealt a Blow.   PANELISTS: Pat Buchanan, 
Author and Columnist; Eleanor Clift, The Daily Beast; Mort Zuckerman, US News & World Report; David 
Rennie, The Economist. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. Congress will question General Motors CEO Mary Barra tomorrow 
about the automaker's expanded recall. How did GM get to this point? And what might happen next? 
And, stocks end the quarter on a high-note on comments from Fed Chair Yellen. Is it a sign of things to 
come in the second? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, lawmakers press General Motors CEO about why it took a decade to 
recall cars with defective parts. Were her answers enough? And, could earnings season derail the 
market's move higher? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, lawmakers press General Motors CEO about why it took a decade to 
recall cars with defective parts. Were her answers enough? And, could earnings season derail the 
market's move higher? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, lawmakers press General Motors CEO about why it took a decade to 
recall cars with defective parts. Were her answers enough? And, could earnings season derail the 
market's move higher? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, new reports show the economy is bouncing back. Will that translate 
into a strong employment report on Friday? And, a new study is adding to the controversy over the 
value of mammograms. Is more testing always better and at what price? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, new reports show the economy is bouncing back. Will that translate 
into a strong employment report on Friday? And, a new study is adding to the controversy over the 
value of mammograms. Is more testing always better and at what price? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, new reports show the economy is bouncing back. Will that translate 
into a strong employment report on Friday? And, a new study is adding to the controversy over the 
value of mammograms. Is more testing always better and at what price? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, another black eye for Citi. The bank is reportedly the subject of a 
criminal investigation. Should shareholders be concerned? And, Barnes & Noble shares tumble as Liberty 
Media slashes its stake. NBR has details on this new plot twist for the troubled bookseller. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, another black eye for Citi. The bank is reportedly the subject of a 
criminal investigation. Should shareholders be concerned? And, Barnes & Noble shares tumble as Liberty 
Media slashes its stake. NBR has details on this new plot twist for the troubled bookseller. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, another black eye for Citi. The bank is reportedly the subject of a 
criminal investigation. Should shareholders be concerned? And, Barnes & Noble shares tumble as Liberty 
Media slashes its stake. NBR has details on this new plot twist for the troubled bookseller. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. The Nasdaq drops sharply dragging the bluest of the blue chips 
down with it. What's behind today's sell-off on the street? And, employers add almost 200-thousand 
jobs in March. Who's hiring? And what does it mean for the economy? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. The Nasdaq drops sharply dragging the bluest of the blue chips 
down with it. What's behind today's sell-off on the street? And, employers add almost 200-thousand 
jobs in March. Who's hiring? And what does it mean for the economy? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. The Nasdaq drops sharply dragging the bluest of the blue chips 
down with it. What's behind today's sell-off on the street? And, employers add almost 200-thousand 
jobs in March. Who's hiring? And what does it mean for the economy? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the selling continues in tech. The Nasdaq is having its worst three-
day slide since November 2011. Is there more going on here than meets the eye? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the selling continues in tech. The Nasdaq is having its worst three-
day slide since November 2011. Is there more going on here than meets the eye? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the selling continues in tech. The Nasdaq is having its worst three-
day slide since November 2011. Is there more going on here than meets the eye? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the outlook for earnings season. Also, as we wait on earnings for 
bellwether consumer companies, those companies' products are seeing falling demand. What does it 
mean for the Gillettes and Procter & Gambles of the world? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the outlook for earnings season. Also, as we wait on earnings for 
bellwether consumer companies, those companies' products are seeing falling demand. What does it 
mean for the Gillettes and Procter & Gambles of the world? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the outlook for earnings season. Also, as we wait on earnings for 
bellwether consumer companies, those companies' products are seeing falling demand. What does it 
mean for the Gillettes and Procter & Gambles of the world? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the Fed moves markets - again. What does it mean for stocks and 
the economy? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the Fed moves markets - again. What does it mean for stocks and 
the economy? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the Fed moves markets - again. What does it mean for stocks and 
the economy? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a sea of red. Stocks sell off led lower again by the Nasdaq. What you 
need to know. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a sea of red. Stocks sell off led lower again by the Nasdaq. What you 
need to know. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a sea of red. Stocks sell off led lower again by the Nasdaq. What you 
need to know. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business, is the bull market still alive? After a wild week on Wall Street, see what one 
market watcher says you should do with your money now. And, shares of JPMorgan drop after a 
disappointing earnings report. Where does the stock head from here? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business, is the bull market still alive? After a wild week on Wall Street, see what one 
market watcher says you should do with your money now. And, shares of JPMorgan drop after a 
disappointing earnings report. Where does the stock head from here? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business, is the bull market still alive? After a wild week on Wall Street, see what one 
market watcher says you should do with your money now. And, shares of JPMorgan drop after a 
disappointing earnings report. Where does the stock head from here? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the bulls are back. Citigroup put investors in a buying mood with 
better than expected earnings. Will the optimism continue when a flood of earnings reports hit the 
street this week? And, who tops the list of top paid CEOs? NBR has the names. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the bulls are back. Citigroup put investors in a buying mood with 
better than expected earnings. Will the optimism continue when a flood of earnings reports hit the 
street this week? And, who tops the list of top paid CEOs? NBR has the names. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the bulls are back. Citigroup put investors in a buying mood with 
better than expected earnings. Will the optimism continue when a flood of earnings reports hit the 
street this week? And, who tops the list of top paid CEOs? NBR has the names. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what caused the whipsaw day on Wall Street and can we expect 
more volatility in the coming weeks and months? And, the key takeaway in Intel and Yahoo's earnings 
reports that could set the tone for investors tomorrow. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what caused the whipsaw day on Wall Street and can we expect 
more volatility in the coming weeks and months? And, the key takeaway in Intel and Yahoo's earnings 
reports that could set the tone for investors tomorrow. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what caused the whipsaw day on Wall Street and can we expect 
more volatility in the coming weeks and months? And, the key takeaway in Intel and Yahoo's earnings 
reports that could set the tone for investors tomorrow. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. Stocks rallied and stayed there after Fed Chief Janet Yellen spoke. 
What did she say that the market seems to like? And, why the usually staid and slow-moving utility 
sector is leading the way on Wall Street this year. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. Stocks rallied and stayed there after Fed Chief Janet Yellen spoke. 
What did she say that the market seems to like? And, why the usually staid and slow-moving utility 
sector is leading the way on Wall Street this year. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report.. Stocks rallied and stayed there after Fed Chief Janet Yellen spoke. 
What did she say that the market seems to like? And, why the usually staid and slow-moving utility 
sector is leading the way on Wall Street this year. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what results from General Electric, Goldman Sachs and United 
Healthcare say about the health of three distinct parts of the American economy - industry, finance and 
healthcare. And, did you know that if you 'like' a General Mills product on Facebook or have 
downloaded its coupons, you may never be able to sue the company? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what results from General Electric, Goldman Sachs and United 
Healthcare say about the health of three distinct parts of the American economy - industry, finance and 
healthcare. And, did you know that if you 'like' a General Mills product on Facebook or have 
downloaded its coupons, you may never be able to sue the company? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what results from General Electric, Goldman Sachs and United 
Healthcare say about the health of three distinct parts of the American economy - industry, finance and 
healthcare. And, did you know that if you 'like' a General Mills product on Facebook or have 
downloaded its coupons, you may never be able to sue the company? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a special "spring thaw" edition that examines whether the winter 
doldrums are gone and the economy is ready to grow. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a special "spring thaw" edition that examines whether the winter 
doldrums are gone and the economy is ready to grow. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a special "spring thaw" edition that examines whether the winter 
doldrums are gone and the economy is ready to grow. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, one third of the S&P 500 report earnings this week. There are three 
companies to watch that could give investors greater insight into the stock market and the economy. 
And, are big name mutual funds taking on more risk as they increase their investments in Silicon Valley 
startups? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, one third of the S&P 500 report earnings this week. There are three 
companies to watch that could give investors greater insight into the stock market and the economy. 
And, are big name mutual funds taking on more risk as they increase their investments in Silicon Valley 
startups? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, one third of the S&P 500 report earnings this week. There are three 
companies to watch that could give investors greater insight into the stock market and the economy. 
And, are big name mutual funds taking on more risk as they increase their investments in Silicon Valley 
startups? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, $65b worth of pharmaceutical deals in the past 24 hours. What's 
driving them and should investors expect more? And, inside the Supreme Court case that could shake up 
the television industry and change how people watch TV. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Apple reports strong quarterly results and announces a huge stock 
split. Is it a good move for investors? And, Coke shareholders approve its controversial executive pay 
package. Tonight, Warren Buffett, Coca-Cola's biggest shareholder, reacts to the vote. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, investors are on edge as tensions over Ukraine rise. Will today's 
market decline continue next week? And, is Wall Street finally demanding to see some real profits from 
Amazon? And when might it deliver? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, investors are on edge as tensions over Ukraine rise. Will today's 
market decline continue next week? And, is Wall Street finally demanding to see some real profits from 
Amazon? And when might it deliver? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, investors are on edge as tensions over Ukraine rise. Will today's 
market decline continue next week? And, is Wall Street finally demanding to see some real profits from 
Amazon? And when might it deliver? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, inside Pfizer's $100b blockbuster offer for AstraZeneca. Is a more 
favorable tax rate in Britain the real reason behind the deal? And, Microsoft's Xbox gets into original 
programming. But can it compete in an already crowded space? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, inside Pfizer's $100b blockbuster offer for AstraZeneca. Is a more 
favorable tax rate in Britain the real reason behind the deal? And, Microsoft's Xbox gets into original 
programming. But can it compete in an already crowded space? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, inside Pfizer's $100b blockbuster offer for AstraZeneca. Is a more 
favorable tax rate in Britain the real reason behind the deal? And, Microsoft's Xbox gets into original 
programming. But can it compete in an already crowded space? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, will April showers bring May flowers in the stock market? Find out 
whether the professionals are predicting more volatility. And, the big step Target is taking to help make 
shopping safer. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a new report says China will overtake the U.S. as the world's largest 
economy a lot sooner than originally thought. And, what the Fed's latest move to cut back on stimulus 
says about the health of the overall economy. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, what a potential mega deal between AT&T and DirecTV says about 
the future of the industry. And, what does the future hold for Ford when its new CEO takes over? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the April jobs report comes in much stronger than expected. So 
what should investors do if the economy starts to heat up? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Target's CEO is out as the Board calls for new leadership following 
the massive cyber attack. Are other CEOs just as vulnerable? And, Warren Buffett is still going strong at 
83. What advice is the investing super-star giving on the market, his company and the business world? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Disney reports earnings after the bell and investors will be looking 
for signs the company is firing on all cylinders. And, a mega-deal for Merck as the drug maker sells its 
consumer business. Does Merck have a new business strategy and will there be more deals to come? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen says the economy is accelerating, 
but it's not out of the woods yet. And, get ready to pay more for federal student loans for the upcoming 
school year. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the blue-chip Dow index spent most of the day in record territory, 
then the rally fizzled. What happened? And, do you get frustrated when trying to book a flight with your 
frequent flyer miles? Good news, a new report says things are changing. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Apple is reportedly in talks to make its largest acquisition ever, 
buying Beats Electronics for more than $3b. Why? And what does it mean for Apple's strategy? And, our 
Market Monitor guest has a list of cheap stocks he says could soar 50% in the next 12 to 18 months. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the Dow and S&P hit new records, but are there reasons not to trust 
the rally? And, former Treasury Secretary Geithner defends his actions during the financial crisis and 
reveals what he would do-over if he could. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, IBM's CEO, in a rare television interview, describes how Big Blue is 
reinventing itself, changing the industry and will be a model for others to follow. And, did the new man 
in charge of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac just make it easier for more Americans to get home loans? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Macy's results lost some of their recent magic. Should investors be 
concerned about the department store that's been the darling of Wall Street? And, why President 
Obama says hundreds of thousands of jobs are at risk if Congress lets the Highway Trust Fund run dry. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stocks plunge along with bond yields. What should nervous 
investors do next? And, is Walmart's weak earnings report a sign that the consumer is tapped out? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, General Motors will pay the maximum fine possible for its delayed 
recall of cars with faulty ignition switches. And, why are some of the smartest investors in the country 
buying up shares of Verizon? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, AT&T buys DirecTV while Pfizer's bid for AstraZeneca is rejected. Is 
this just the start of a wave of deal making activity? And, the U.S. accuses members of the Chinese 
military of conducting economic cybercrimes against American companies. Which firms were hacked 
and what happens next? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stocks drop sharply on weak retail earnings. How concerned should 
investors be about the health of the sector and the consumer? And, what did President Obama tell some 
prominent global business leaders at the White House today? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Federal Reserve officials discussed the outlook for rates at their last 
meeting and one other topic that could have an even bigger impact on the economy. And, Target may 
be feeling the impact of the data breach for a while to come, but the retailer's Interim CEO has a plan to 
get shoppers back in the store. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, McDonald's meets with shareholders who want to know how the 
company plans to increase sales while protestors outside demand higher wages. And, why are 
prescription drugs so expensive and what should be done about it? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, new home sales rise giving hope to the housing market. But not 
everyone thinks things are picking up. And, our Market Monitor guest has a list of stocks he expects will 
gain 25% over the next 18 months. 
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A special edition of Nightly Business Report, the summer is a time for spending and NBR is marking its 
unofficial start with a look at everything from travel deals to the price of gas to where home prices may 
be headed. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, as the S&P 500 closes at record levels, Charles Schwab CEO Walt 
Bettinger shares his insight into the market and what he's keeping a close eye on. And, the top 
performing sector this year - utility stocks. What's behind its run and will it continue? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, are corporate buybacks the main driver of the market right now? 
And, if so, is that good for investors? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the White House unveils new and controversial power plant rules 
that could have a big impact on both companies and consumers. And, a look at the next generation of 
cancer therapies and the companies working to bring them to market. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, auto sales surge in May. When the automakers do well, which other 
companies make money? And, Seattle approves the nation's highest minimum wage. But is it the 
government's role to decide worker wages? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the economy is snapping back, but not at the pace many had hoped 
and that could have implications for your money. And, why more than two million people who got 
health insurance under the new law may be at risk for losing it. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report... An historic move by the European Central Bank propels the Dow & 
S&P 500 to new highs.. and could impact the economy and the American business community. And, the 
findings of a massive investigation into the General Motors' ignition switch recall. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stocks extend their record run as the economy regains all jobs lost 
during the recession. And, our Market Monitor guest is recommending stocks he says will see double-
digit returns over the next year. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, why does Merck want to spend about $4 billion to buy a drug 
company that specializes in Hepatitis C treatments? And, Time Inc. spins off from its parent company 
but can it make it on its own? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, why one market pro says the stock market's slow grind higher is a 
good thing for investors. And, find out why some Florida condo owners could be forced to sell their 
homes and lose everything in the process. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the World Bank warns global economic growth is slowing. But is the 
same true for the U.S.? And, why are people across the globe protesting a taxi sharing app? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, oil prices spike as violence in Iraq escalates. How much higher could 
they go and what could that mean for you? And, in honor of the World Cup, we kick off our own 
ultimate stock cup challenge. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stocks snap a multi-week win streak. But our market monitor guest 
has a list of stocks she calls good buys in this market. And, the deal of the day: Priceline buys OpenTable. 
But will the acquisition keep Priceline's profit engine growing? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the two driving forces behind Medtronic's $43 billion deal to buy 
Ireland's Covidien. And, it's not just the situation in Iraq that major energy companies are watching 
closely, but also a number of other global hot spots. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, a surprise jump in consumer inflation. Will Federal Reserve Chair 
Yellen hint that rate hikes may be coming sooner rather than later at her news conference tomorrow? 
And, a groundbreaking new study says one-quarter of all public company deals may involve some kind of 
insider trading. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stocks soar after Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen speaks following 
her two-day policy meeting. What did she say? And what does it signal about the health of the 
economy? And, FedEx delivers for investors, but there's one wildcard that's concerning for shareholders 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the price of oil rises as President Obama discusses what action the 
U.S. may take in Iraq. And, how concerned should consumers and investors be about rising inflation? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, the Dow and S&P 500 are hovering around all-time highs. Good 
news seems to be baked in. So, is the market priced for perfection - and do investors need to keep an 
eye on it? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stocks start the week within reach of Dow 17k. Which stocks got us 
to this level and which may lead the next leg of the rally? And, more than a quarter of Americans have 
no emergency savings. But is there a relatively simple way to get more money in the bank? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, three former Treasury Secretaries have a warning for businesses 
and investors: climate change could cost the U.S. economy hundreds of billions of dollars. And, new 
home sales surge in May, but are the numbers too good to be true? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, why today's Supreme Court decision could have far-reaching 
implications across the television industry. And, how concerned should investors be about the sharp 
drop in economic growth last quarter? 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, Dow component Nike reports earnings after the close and there are 
three things investors in the stock need to watch. And, why baby boomers are driving Winnebago's 
comeback. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, as the calendar nears the end of the second quarter, have stocks 
seen their highs for the year? And, thought the cost of college was expensive? Just wait until next week. 
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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, General Motors recalls another 8 million cars - all on the same day it 
outlines compensation for victims of those faulty ignition switches. And, what two key Supreme Court 
rulings could mean for the business community. 
 
 
 


